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TEN THOUSAND MEN ON TOURNflAMENT
WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE
MANEUVERS
Hopkinsville Company Is





More than 10,000 men, conlitit uting
the state guard of Kentuckyjlndiana
and NI iehigati, and regulair army
troops from time barracks sent garri-
sons of five states, in the detiartment
of the lakes, will pitch their! tents on
the West Point maneuver igrounds
from September 95 to Octobisr I, and
by that time the section of pictur-
esque country extending fdom Salt
river to Otter creek, a distance of ten
miles, will be dotted with tne ••tent-
ed cities- and the usual quiet rural
country will be converteti into a
scene of life and activity. 4 radius
of about twenty-six squarie miles,
bounded on the north by thii beauti-
i
ful Ohi.). on the east by Sept river,
on the west by Otter creekj and on
the south by an imaginary !line ten
miles back from the margin of the
Ohio, will be populated iiith uni-
formed men from the ranks of Uncle
Sam's military forces. I
During the day and night! of Sep-
tember:55 and 26 troop tra4ne bearing
the regulars wim are to participate
will arrive at the camp groiends, and
mushroom-like the camps will
spring up all over the field. The
troops will be met at their respective
trains by squads of cavalry from
troop K, who are now on the grounds,
and will be piloted to the locations
selected by the engineers 'tor their
respective camps. This will be ac-
complished with wonderful despatch
as the faultless system of he army
brooks no confusion, aid all t,rrange-
meats will have been cumgleted In
advance. The guides will kiiow ev-
ery inch of ground within tile boun-
dary of the camp and willilead the
incoming troops to their caniips with
out delay.
Two regiments from Kentucky
will participate in the malueuvers.
The ..,Kentucky contingent will be
compoiect of Companies F Cynth-
lane; C8iexington : A and E, Frank-
fort, and D. Eminence, in command
of Maj. Embry Allen; Comjianies L.
Maysville, and I, Covington, in com-
mand of Maj. Nelson J. dwards;
Companies H and B, Barboursville;
G. Danville, and K, Shelby'ville, in
command of Maj. E. W. Lillard.
The above constitute the-I Second
Kentucky infantry. The troops.
trains will start from Ceinthiana.
Catlettsburg and Stouega, Nis.
Third Kentucky Infontriv—Com-
panies M, Russellville; A and G,
Bowling Green; K. Lebanqn Junc-
tion, in command of Maj. E. R.
Watts;!), Hopkinsville; E,'Hender-4
son; B, Owensboro, and H, ayfieid;
I and L, Paducah, and F,Grieenville,
in command of Maj. E. B.Illassett,
compo,e the Third Kentucky infan-
try. These troop trains milll start
from Ressellville, Hopkinseille and
Clinton. Batteries A. B 41 C. lo-
cated at Louisville, will gc iiver the
Henderson route to West Feint.
It has already been decided to run
trains at least every hour end it is
possible that an even closeg sched-
ule will be necessary. The fact that
only two roads will be avaiiable for
carrying troops to West Ploint and
Howard the crowds which are
brought to Louisville by rape roads
will make it necessary for irains to
run every hour in the day, end prob-
ably oftener. It is toe objet of the
visit which will be made tre Louis-
ville by the passenger men to perfect
arrangements for handling Ube crowd
with the greatest facility.
The two roads which wi I handle
2the crowds will have amp1 e equip-
ment and motive power ce tered at
Louisville to meet all demands.
Howard and West Point will be the
two stations where the crowds will
go from Louisville. Howard is one
mile beyond W'est Point lied is one
mile nearer the encamp
West Point. The LOOP) V




trains to Howard aid thr I ilinoie
Central to 1% e,t Point ilii$i In t hitt
way the crowds A iil be di Weil and
ceugeei ion avoided.
__-.....-e.
—The probabilities sr Bowling
Green next season will ha e a semi-
professional baseball team and will
belong to a good league.
The movement to secure this good
Park C ty has al-
it
clean sport for time
ready been started by Mr. rviue Mc-
Melanie and Mr. Davie Reagan.
both of whom are enthusiastic base-
ball cranks.
The proposition is for al few ad-
mirers of the national gan e to go in-
to a certain amount each, and form
a te&ei here. If this is deified out
Bowling Green will be a enereber of
a league composed of the4 following
other cities: Clarksville, Owens-
leer°, Hopkinsville, Hendisrson, Pa-




All persons holding claims agains
the estate of Mrs. Ada Layne, de-
ceased, will please file lame with
me, properly verified, oh or before
September 15th, 11)te3, and 511 persons
indebted to the estate are requested
to call and settle same.
E. B. oeu,
Executor of Mrs. A a ',aye°.
wlmoi3twlin '
Cloilng AgreervIiont.
Judge D. B. Redwine in an inter-
view Said that he Jrati.never been a
candidate for a renomination in the
Twenty-third judical district. He
said that he believed the party would
unite upon and elect either Robert
Riddell or D. D. Sublett, both of
whom now desire the nomination.
-- •
Fortner Governor W. 0. Bradley
has declined to speak at Munfordville
Saturday. when the Republican state
eau [malign will be opened.
Congressman Vincent Boreing, of
true Eleventh Kentucky district, is
seriously ill of pneumonia at his
home in London.
elov. Beckham and Congressmat
011ie James spoke to a crowd of near
ly 1.000 people yesterday at James
town. The journey from Liberty to
Jamestown was a continuous ova
tion, and they were met by a calve
cede of MO horsemen a mile out o
town and ,escorted to the hotel.
where hundreds of people had gath
ered to shake hands with the gover
nor. Gov. Beckham and Mr. James
will speak today at Columbia.
The grand jury is investigating the
alibi testimony given in the Jett-
White trial at Cynthiana. It is ex-
pected thal several indictments will
be returned charging perjury.
The Japanese legation in London
says that the Manchurian situation
has been relieved, and danger of war
averted by Russia's promise to evac-
uate in October.
Sir Norman Lockyer, in an ad-
dress before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, as-
serted that Great Britain was falling
behind Germany and the United
States in education because of insuf-
ficient state aid, and compared the
great sums expended for "sea pow-
er" with the small sums expended
for "brain power."
Attorney General Pratt has decid-
ed the franchise tax assessment suit
of tile Illinois Central railroad in
Kentucky in favor of the railroad.
The dead body of an infant wrap-
ped in a paper addressed to Former
Senator Junes, of Arkansas, has been
found in San Francisco.
There is no change in the condi-
tion of Congressman Borerng.
Extensive smuggling operations
have been discovered along the Ca-
nadian border.
Mrs. Mary Cordes drowned tier five
year old daughter, Viola, in the All-
egheny river, then committed sui-
cide in the same stream.
The cases of the men alleged to
have participated in the riot at Ev-
ansville last July are on trial.
The first antual congress of Ken-
tucky schools superintendents has
been called to meet in Louisville in
November.
Gov. Dole, of Hawaii, announces
that he will not resign his office at
present, as reported, but will retire
at the end of his term.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie is said to be
negotiating for the purchase of Ban-
nockburn battlefield.
The steamship Nubia from Brook-
lyn yesterday carried $1,075,0e0 in
currency for the Philippines.
The Kentucky war claims now be-
fore the treasury department will
come up for final action next week.
Mr. E. P. Benton, of Union, is a
candid ate for the Democratic
nomination for county superintend-
ent of schools in Madison.
INAS SUCCESSFUL
PRIZES WERE WON BY C.
0. LECOMPTE.
MEDAL FOR PROWSE.
A Cold Pin Was Awardbd to
Mrs. Davis of Pa-
ducah.
The second annual tournament of
the Hopkinsville gun club was fin-
ished Wednesday afternoon and was
a success in every particular. A
large crowd, Including many ladies,
was in attendance yesterday. ee-
pecially in time afternoon, and gave
evidence of enthusiasm at times by
applauding those who made good
scores.
Both prizes, the handsome gold
lined silver loving cup, offered for
the high gun of the tournament, and
and the artistic gold and enamel
medal in the shape of a wath charm,
representing a Sine Rock clay
pigeon, were both won by Mr. C. 0.
LeCompte, of Eminence, Ky., an
amateur. his score for two days-
was 340 out of 3151, amid his nearest
competitors were Chas. U. Spencer,
the world's champion. and C. W'.
Phellis, both professiimals, and Mo-
ses Starr, of Padueall. an amateur,
who were tied for second honors with
a score of 328. Charles 0. Prowse of
Hopkinsville and captain of the lo-
cal club, was tied with Rolla Heikes,
former world's champion for third
place with a score of e24. I/r. R. L.
Woodard was well up among the
leaders with a score of 316.
By virtue of making the highest
score by a member of the local club
Mr. Prowse is entitled to wear the
medal which he won at the last tour-
nament for another year, and if he
wins it the third time in succession
it becomes his property.
There was only one contestant for
the beautiful geld stick pin offered
in the teethes contest. This was Mrs.
W. A. Davis, of Paducah. She brok(
38 out of the 50.
After the last euent of the tourna-
ment was finished two teams com-
posed of Heikes and Spencer, profes-
sionals, and LeCompte and Herr,
a.nateurs, were matched in a 26 bird
event for a side bet. The first trial
resulted in a tie Spencer breaking 25
and Heikes 22, a total of 47; he-
Compte broke 24 and Herr 23, a total
of 47. On the second trial Heikes fell
down and broke only 21 while Spen-
cer made another straight. a total of
46; LeCompte and Herr each broke
24, a total of 4, which' again made
amateurs the winners.
Spencer made an effort to break
the record now held by Fred
Gilbert of 2tei straights without a
miss, and he cameyery near to ac•
complishing his object. He came omit
of the tournament with the last four
events, a total of 65 to his credit, and
then lie took part in other events un-
til he had broken 195 without a miss
but fell down on the 190th target.
The last event of the day was the
match shoot between two picked leen
from six different clubs for a purse
of $24, time winning team to take sixty
per cent. and the second best team
forty per cent. The team composed
of Dr. R. L. Woodard and Charles O.
Prowse, representing Hopkinsville,
won the first money by breaking
forty-nine out of the fifty targets
shot at. LeCompte and Pragroff,
representing Louisville, were second
with forty-seven out of the fifty.
The scores were as follows:
/10PKINSVI
Prow se ..
Woodard  24 Total 49
Former Gov. McMillin, of Tenn- I LeCompte
essee, has made a statement of his
intention to enter the race for United
States senate.
According to the Owensboro In-
quirer, Mr. Gray Haynes, who was
notninated by the Republicans for
the legislature to represent Daviess
county, will decline to make the
race.
The barber shop., of thii city have
entered into an agreeineSt whereby l c
GETS A DIVORCE
Moses Oppenheimer Will
Also Have His Children.
(Special to New Era.)
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. lie—
Word has been received teem Cni-
csgo that Moses Oppenheimer was
granted a decree of divorce from
Mrs. Anne Oppenheimer and given
time custody of the children now with
Mrs. Oppenheinier's mother in Rus-
sellville.
He will begin habeas corpus pro-
ceedings to get them.
Mrs. Oppenheimer is in jail here
in default of bail charged with mur-
dering her infant child in a hospital.
As Drill Master.
Capt. C. W. Head, of South Ken-
tucky College, has been sent to Mur-
ray by Major Bassett as drill master
for the state guard company at that
that place for the purpose of getting
the company into proper shape for
the West Point maneuvers.
Rents Craham Place.
Mr. Claude R. Clark has rented the
re main residence South Maini
the shops will close durinig the week
oil
at 8 p. ra.s except satartjay
 
night„ street, recently occupied by Mr. and
when they close at 11 o'plock. On
Sunday they will close at 11 a. m.
The agreement takes istfect next
Monday. Sept. 14. ddt
' Mrs. Dixon Kitchen, and his family
moved In today.
Dr. Yste• St. glasses. Ildsw1)
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libel Own Void's F*
sst Nob LL 'yet Ohiside
Mei Illaittle0 POWDER ea
senceimo
1.• PERSONAL
( From Thursday's Daily.)
Mrs. W. F. Garnett has returned
from Pembroke.
Mrs. George Kolb has retuned
from a visit to friends in Huntsville,
Ala.
Miss Sarah Dittman has returned
from Clarksville.
Mrs. Cobbs, who has been visiting
the family of Mr, W. W. Morris, has
returned to Covington, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses L. Elh have
returned from a protracted visit to
the region of the Great Lakes.
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
Mr. Gordon Nelson and Mr. Hun-
ter Wood, of Hopkinsville, were in
the city yesterday. — Henderson
Gleaner.
Miss Katie Mauson left yesterday
for Todd county to visit relatives.
Mrs. Emma Morton Edwards and
her daughter. Mitre Marietta Ed-
wards, and Master Elisha Edwards,
of St. Joseph, Mo., are visiting the
family of Mr. F. J. Brownell on
Smith Campbell street.
Hugh Wood and Gin Moore left
for Lexington, Ky., this morning to
coutinue their studies at State col-
lege.
Col. Park Heaton who has been
spending the summer at Cerulean
Springs is in the city en route to his
home in New Orleans.
Miss Latta Anderson, of Madison-
yule, is visiting in the city.
Mrs. Henry S. Barker, of Louis-
ville, is visiting her brother, Dr. M.
S. Meriwether, 862 North Main St.
Henry Fruit has gone to Liberty.
Mo., to enter college.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. Linn Evans, of Hopkinsville,
is in the city, the guest of his sister,
Mrs. Edgar Cayce, for a few days.—
Bowling Green News.
Dr. C. C. Ferrell left to: Oxford
Miss., yesterday to resume his posi-
tion in the faculty of the University
of Mississippi.
Lyne Starling has gone to Dan-
ville to enter Center College.
Misses Maibelle Waggoner and
Jennie Steining who have been
spending the summer with their
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Russell, on West Seventh street, re-
turned to their homes in Nashville.
this morning. Mrs. Russell accom-
pail Led them.
Mr. J L. Harvey, cashier at 1. C.
depot, left this morning for several
weeks' vacation. He will go to Den-
ver, Col., and will also take a trip to
the Northern lakes.
Miss Fraser, of Louisville, is visit-
ing the Misses Hooser.
The Misses Homier will leave to-
morrow for eastern markets to pur-
chase their frll stock of milinary.
Miss Mildred Thomas, of Clarks-
•ille, is visiting the Misses Walker.
Miss. Elizabeth Tyler Moore has
returned fro.n a visit to relatives in
New York.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Kim Joy Herndon, of Hopkins-
vibe, is spending today in the city.—
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
Mrs. Phil May, of Hopkinsville,
who has been visiting relatives near
Pellville, returned home yesterday.
--Owensboro Inquirer.
Mrs. W. L. Merriman and little
daughter, went to Hopkinsville yes-
terday to visit her grandparents.—
Henderson Gleaner.
Miss Cecil Gaines left this morn-
ing for Eddyville, Ky., where she
will be governess in the family of
Mr. George Catlett. of that place.
Mr. Two McClure, formerly of this
city, but now of Kansas City, Mo.,
was lu the city yesterday mingling



















The Paducah "Indians" arrived in
the city last night and will begin a
series of three t,,ames at Athletic
perk this afternoon. The games are
expected to be among the best el the
session. Both teams will fight hard
to keep out of last place, and large
crowds will doubtless witness the
contests.
As a result of friction between
Manager-Captain Roy Gage and
Sam Jackson, a stockholder in the
Paducah base ball association, Mon-
day afternoon. Gage quit and Pitcher
Cooney Best was elected Monday
night to succeed him. This is a well!
deserved position for Best, who
knows the game and is a first class
pitcher himself. He secured Henke
and Rev for the team and they are
among the best players in the league.
Gage insisted on playing second
baae Monday afternoon after making
two or three errors in two innings,
and when Mr. Jackson ordered him
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Herr. . „„ Total 42
The scores for the entire tourna-
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It Will Be Life Work of the
Noted Commonwealth's
Attorney.
The annonneement was Wade to
The Democrat, upon the best of au-
thority that Commonwealth's Attor-
ney Robert B. Franklin, of Franklin
county, will camp on the trail of ell
the Goebel suspects and, liken Nem-
esis, on the track of all evildoers, he
will spend the balance of his life in
bringing all Who are implicated in
the damnable conspiracy, as a restilt
of which Governor William Goebel
was assassinuted, te justice.
It is said that the first step he will
take upon the convening of the next
regular grand jury in Franklin coun-
ty will be to present a state of facts
before them, implicating both
Stephen B. Sharp and Grant Roberts
in the conspiracy, and he will make
an effort to have both; indicted en
the charge of being parties in the
conspiracy.
The next move he will make is to
have another requisition homed for
the return of fugitive William S.
Taylor, and, failing to ket it honored
and Taylor returned upon the requi-
sition, an appeal will be made to the
Supreme Court of the United States
for a writ of mandamus to compel
Governor Durbin of Indiana to give
him up as the law directs he shall.
Should Durbin fail or refuse to obey
time writ, it granted, then contempt
proceedings wi i1 be instituted against
him.
The part that Grant Roberts is said
to have played in the Goebel con-
spiracy is giving aid and assistance
toward the actual murder of Gover-
nor Goebel by loaning a Marlin rifle
with widen to kill him, well know-
ing at the time the purpose for
which it was being loaned. The role
played by Sharp was hy organizing
the mountain army, addressing them
on the public square, encouraging
and advising them to deeds of vio-
lence in furtherance of the Mail to
murder (lovernor Goebel.
It is said thai sufficient evidence
is already at hand to wareant air he
dictment against both and time case
will be vigorously pushed until all
are helm led prison bars or adequate-
ly punished for their critee.—Lex-
ington Democrat.
Stephen U. Sharp is an ex-Confed-
erate soldier and present U. S. Mar-
shal of time Eastern Kentucky dis-
trict. Grant Roberte is a brother of
Hon. Sam J. Roberts, the collector
of interval revenue at Lexington and
owner and editor A' time Lexington
Leader.
Fearful Odds Against Him.
Bedridden, ?done amid thetimet,.,
Such, in brief, wan the emelt:1,m of
an old soldier by mistime of J. J. Ha.
veils, Versailles, 0. For yews he
was troubled with kidney daseamies
end neither doctors nor medicines
gave him any relief. At length he
tried Electric Bitters. It put him
on hie feet in short order and now he
testifies; "I'm on the road to com-
plete recovery." Best on earth fer
kidney and liver troubles Slid all
forms of stomach and 'bowel com-
plaints. Only 60c. tineranteed by
I.. L. Elgin and C. K. Wyly, drug-
gist S.
Mr. Rills Improved.
The condition, of Mr. Ii a F. Ellis
who suffered a slight stroke of par-
alysis several days ago, is consider.
ably improved, and while the im-
provement is slew it is none the less
steady. .
Strength and vigor come of good
food, duly digested. "Force" a
ready-to-serve wheat and barley
food adds no burden but ustains,
nourishes, invigorates.
'BONK BREEN CHOPS AFFECTED





The Capital and Indebted-
ness Are Limited to
Five Millions.
A ROUTE TO TENNESSEE.
Amended articles of iimorporation
ofelae Kentucky Traction Company
were filed for record Wednesday it)
the county clerk's office at Louisville.
The company is given the right to
extend its lines to Nashville, to
build a line from Rock Haven to
Owensboro and to build a line from
Bowling Green to Hopkinsville.
The directors are authorized to
sue capital steck not in excess of $e-
000.000, sill this largeet amount of in-
debtedness which can be incurred is
$5,000,000.
The proposeo route to Nashville is
as follows: From Linisville to West
Point, or Rock Haven er Ekren, in
Meade county. thence to Big Spring,
to Leitchfield and through the CO1111-
ties of Grayson, Edniondon and W'ar-
ren to Bowling Green; from Bowling
Green to Franklin, through Simp-
son county to the state line; thence
through the counties of Sumner,
Wilsoli and Davidenti. Tenn.. to
Nashville.
A Boy's Wild Ride For Life.
With family around expecting him
to die, and a son riding for life, IS
miles to get Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for consumption, coughs and
colds, W. H. Brown, of Leesville,
Ind., endured deattee agony from
setters; but this womb-I-MI medi-
cine gave instant relief amid soon
cured him. He writes: "I now
sleep soundly every eight.- Like
marvelous cures of Consumption,
pneumonia, bronchi tie, (soughs, col&
and grip prove its matchless merit
for s all throat awl lung troubles.
Guarenteed bottles &lc and $1.00.
Trial bottles free at L. L. Elgin and
C. K. Wyly drug stores.
CAPT. BEARD
Resigns the Command of
Company D.
Captain (ammo Bullard has resigned
his position as captain of Co. D., te
take effect at once, mei Major Bas-
sett has received authority to ap-
point a successor, which will be done
a few days. Capt. Bullard found
that on account of pressItig business
obligations he would be unable to
attend the maneuvers at West Point
and thought it for the best interest
of the company that lie resign. He
liaS inade au excellent officer mind
was popular with all the members of
the company.
Today's Chicago Markets.
Corrected by -1. tr
Wheat— Open Close
Sept  I t4),ii I 8Uri
Dec.    1 11241 82N






 61X I 50175
 60e4 ufeils 
 151 5 1 6I's
Sept . • 3534 1 357s
May.. .. 1373 I 37911
Inee. • Stith MON
Pork—
Sept ..... 1 $13130 113 65
May .. 1 13 60 113 47
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF TODD
COUNTY ANSWER DEATH'S CALL
(Special to New Era.)
I-:LKTON, Ky., Sept. 10.--Ellis
Penick, son of J. E. Penick, at his
home on Hopkinsville street, died
Tuesday night of typhoid fever after
an illness of two weeks. He was
we years old anil one of t lie
most pepular petite men in the city.
He was a member of time Christian i
church end for the past two years!
had been assistant bookkeeper at the!
learinere' and Merchants' Batik. 1
(Special to New Era.)
GUTHRIE, Ky., Sept. 10.—Mr. H.
M. Bunigarner, one of the wealthiest
and most highly respected citizens
of this pittee, (lied yesterday mem-
Mg of flex.
He was seventy-two years eld and
leaves a widow and two eons. He
Was & director of the Farmers' and
Merchants' Bank amid one of the lar-
gest property owners in Guthrie.
Tile funeral will take place today.
New Goods!
MERCERIZED
SILK VESTING!1 The newest fall wasting ill allithe new shades. Be sure yousee them.New Dress Goods!
New Percales!I Big line Carpets, Mattings,Linoleums and Oil Cloths.








The Kentucky New Ere is e re-
ceipt Of the morithly crop rep r' of
Agricultural Commissioner Nall It
says in part:
'lime conditions its month were
very lunch the bailie an July', a se-
vere drouth prevailing throughotit
the state during the entire moilth.
On time 29th there were good rains,
which relieved the situation soine•
what, although it, some sections
rains were too late to materially
help corn and tobacco, The drouth
was felt worst mI the first aid third
crop divisions. Pastures held out
fairly well during the dromith, bur in
some sections stock is being fed.
Up to the last (if the month very
little ground hard 1).14311 broke., for
wheat because 4.f mime hard. dry soil.
Farmers are discouraged beesimee of
the last yield of wheat, amid indica-
tions are that a comperatively small
crop will be sown.
Chintz bugs amid grub worms (lid
1101/10 daillagol to the crops, especial-
ly in the central itection of tee tate,
and tobacco worms began their work
along toward the litter part of the
month.
The comelitioti cf corn for A mew
is )41) per cent. which is practically
the same as was reported last month.
Quality of wheat is 74, as agaiiist 76
per cent. last month. Condition of
hemp is 73 per cent. as against 66 per
cent. Aiigust I.
Stock of all kinds holds its own.
The fruit crop is practically a failure,
especially the apple and peach e p
In the eastern I/fief i011 f/aarl104 are
reported as selling for $1 per bmlsmul
on the t ees.
The corn crop is very late, and
there is some danger of late eorii be-
ing overtaken b3 frost. Severe hail-
atoms on time 29th did much damage
to tobacco in the central mieetioit, arid
the lose le eivimated imp Mei the
thousands.
Conditioue on September 1 ere as
follows:
Corn—Are-age. 5/2, connitiumi
W heat —tetial ity , 74. I-teenier() of
full crop. 61.
Oats—Per emit id fish crop. 79.
Batley—Percent of full emeji,
e Per (-eel ef full cep, 68.




Ernit —Apples., 46, l'eaches, 16.
---- —us+ -------
:11ri•Johli E. ScoDey , of Nashville,
is visitit.g the family ..f Mayor F.
W. Itoldiey .
Mr. A. H. Cook w him Imae been ill
for the past six week's has iecesered
eufficietly to los to Daegon.
Mr. T. M. Eilmtualson hue gene to
Ditweeti Strings and a ill be alnent
tor a week.




ONE RUBBER-TIRE TOP BUM
$41.40
All three of these bargains
are leather trimmed, spring
back and cushion and fully
guaranteed. If you want
one come quick. Prices only
good for one week.
A yost&co




has frequent tsx.-otnehee. a "tucle...:3 of nerves," lack ofappetite. ;:tabdity ,-1‘it.-) r:..ort,i,), ail-gonefeeling, it isnot malady.
If's the.
Don't fail to gct. t. , ..r a tattle of
HERBINE
It will quieLl.. or-.1 r :0 e • ‘,1 Liver. Kidnierisand digestive organs to mei, Lerw:a ft:P,feel like a new woman alivr tahing tiA, tr,t bottle
30 Cents. ALL DRVGGIST S.




, , • Ek- i In Quality
Of 20 Years lies Led all Worm Remedies.
Ia 3Z0 IaS IZ, FL 117 (3. all 'V M.
Procssred b1---"-.011111k JAMES F. BALLARD, et. Louis.
z
Sold by Anderson (EL Fowler.
11-Y :Gees -
"5.
House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic
has stood the test 25 years. Average Annual Sales over One and a Half 
Kam
bottles. Does this record of merit appeal to you? No Cure, No Pay. 50c.




The Lftrgest Stock of
In the City.
orting forINIbuly!




















New Era ?rioting & Publish'g Co
NUNTER IN000, President.
_
OFFICE: -New Era Building, Seventh
eet, near Maui. Hopkinseille, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
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i2ourter-Journal .. Ili 60
lg. Louts Republic  1 60
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Enquirer. . 100
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nitre !nay be bad by applicat-
must be paid for in
yearly advertisementa will be
inserted without speci-
be charged for until ordered
*Woof Marriages and Deaths,
;I dee ilnel, and noticed. of
of Respect,
































































Tbe drift of the Republican lead-
ers from reciprocity, to which they '.
were ardently committed under the
leadership of Blaine and indorsed by ,
McKinley, Is a reversal of party pot-
icy that is wonderful. When Mr. 1
Dingley and his Republican associ- 1
atm devised the tariff bill of 1897. 1
they incorporated in it a reciprocity ,
clause, and from the unanimity with
which the bill was passed the whole
Republicau appeared to indorse it. 4
To appease the ultra protectionists ,
many of the duties provided for in
the schedules were purposely placed
beyond the bounds of reasonable
protection, in some cases higher
than the protected interests asked
for, so that when the rates were re-
vised by reciprocity treaties they
would still be high enough to pro- 1
teetthe tariff barons from foreign 1
competition. The bill having ex- ,
prissily provided for reciprocity trea- 1
ties the McKinley administration at
once proceeded --to negotiate with j
foreign ries. Treaties were i
ith nearly every country, but t
the senate refused to ratify them, t
and the schedules are still retalneti g
at the extreme high rates.
This evasion of the intent and the t
letter of the Dingley bill is • fraud
upon the tax payers of the country, t
perpetrated in the interest of the t
trusts and combines. The few t
who gain by the tariff have obtained ,
control of the machinery of legisia- c
don to the detriment of the many
who pay the tax or the exorbitant •
profit to the trusta. t
The speaker of the house of repre-
sentatives is selected, and the corn t
mittees are appointed, to conserve
the interests of monopolistic combi-
nations. President Roosevelt falls
into line with the niajorit and c
agrees that we must -letv well e
enough alone." ...,..... I
The symptoms of revolt against 3
this policy amongst the Republican i
leaders have been curbed. but In the I
minds of the people it is rampant
sad cannot be obliterate:I by the ac- 1
titans of president .or congress.
The promise to reform the iniqui-
ties of the tariff after election wUl
probably be made In the platform of
the Republican national con vitiate'. s
but the evident Intention being to r
*Mob the votes of reformers and than
o
Mill "let well enough alone- will be is
too palpable to fool the voters. High
trust price. are en object lesson that tt
too many are suffering from and the p
promise of reform at Some distaut 0
date will hardly curb their impati-
ones. ti
When the tariff barons refuse to oi
allow the ratification of the reci pi
procity treaties which were intend- e,
ed to aid our export trade, hoe can d,
the Republicans, no matter what
promises they may make in national oi
platform, be expected to revise the et
tariff? When they decline to carry to
out a law of their own making which eh




















N. If necessary write Dr Fourier
alemarsied. There is a
sai • lire limy curing joet such
Oseisiooloere. All yoneultatIons Free.
"MOM smite* in eget. heavy bacesc*e,
psis awl anemias as Milloises, oleo re
swam. Otter resmilies tailed. ro. Pen-
sere1.id1601 Usenet*. Care cures fee
snislibilleiy. H. landet. N. Y"






quiets tickling throatsi hack-
ing coughs, pa:h in the lungs.
It relieves conl.estiol, sub-
Che-;rrly
Pectorl
dues inflammrion. It, heals,
strengthen's. Your doctor will
explain this to you. Heknows
all about this cough medicine.
We have used Neer Clierry Rectorel in
out 1.stio'y for 3 rear. tor throat and lung
trouts:est Audi we i tun: no medicine isspotis It."
5Ims. A. PQM auto% Appl,ttim Minn
26e,00e.. J. IS CO..
All avuggir.i. for
Weak Throats
,ye▪ r's Pills greatly aid recovery.
'urety vegetable, gentle laxative.
profits of two or three small-monopo-
lies, of what value are theiti promises
to imam a law that would ft rce com-
petition on all the tariff moiemolists?
With the Republican inejurity in
congress bound by fetters °, steel to
the tariff barons, it is abseird to ex-
pect them to strike off the 'hackies,
sett they never will do it..j 
_
The profit of a gold min depende,
not on the anieunt of rock crushed
under the stamps but npon the
amount of gold which citii be ex-
tracted front the rock.. In a similar
way the value of the food1 which is
eaten does not depend OD tit° amount
of nourishment extracted Own it by
the organs of nutrition and digestion.
When these organe are diseased
they fail to extract the notirisimmeut
iii sufficient quantities to sqpply the
nee& of the several organs if the
body, and these organs esenot work
without nourishment. Thei result is
heart "trouble," liver "trouiole,•• and
many another ailment. Drl. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery.lacting on
every organ of the digestivei and nu-
tritive system, restores it to health
anti vigor. It cures disessels remote
from the stomach through) the stom-
ach in which they mfiginated.
"Golden Medical Discovery" con-
tains neither ..alcohol nor narcotics.
Red Cloud, chief of the Sioux, is
dying. His frame shruttken. his
skin shriveled, his arm palaied, his
yes bleared, his spirit broken. his
power gone. his race scattered, his
empire no more, the old 13:1411 lies in
little tent one mile from be Pine
Ridge agency in South Dakota.
How are the mighty fallen if
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
y local applications as they cannot
each the diseased portion: of the
ear. There is only one way' to cure,
deafness, and that is by coustitatiou-
1 remedies. Deafness is caused by
n inflamed condition of the mu-
ous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
'hen this tube is inflamed you have
rumbling sound or imperfect hear-
ing, and when it is entirely closed,
Deafness is the result. and unless
he iefianemation can be taken out
od this tube restored to ita normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed
orever, nine cases out of ten are
caused by Catarrh which a nothing
but an inflamed condition <1 the mu-
ous services.
NVe will give One Hundrell Dollars
or any ease of Deafness (*used by
atarrh) that cannot be Mired by
Jail's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
eters, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., 'fated°, (s.
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are Olio best.
N JUST I FEW BAYS
Due to the failure of the sofa to er-
r
Ivo on time, the new bank at Ce-
ulean did not open for buinness'on
ept. I. as was time origin41 iuten-
ton. 1
The bill of lading. accordleg to the
cord, was received sevelval days
o, and as coon as the safe! arrives
he bank will open its doorts to the
Wilk, which will not likely be but
few days longer. 1
The building has been coutpleted a
ouple of weeks.
W. C. Rice, who is to be cimbier of
he new bank. reached terulean
unday night with his fanilly from
is former home in Kuttawa. They
Fill occupy the Oscar Plieol reei-
once.
The new bank is capitalised at
Ifosio. and with the unanimous
king of a splendid conimunityl
111 no doubt prove a flnanlial sue-
055.
R. P. Turney is the presdient and
. F. Larkins vice presiden4.
The board of directors is cnmposed
W. B. Smith, of Paducah; R. P.
tune's R. S. Paol, W. R. Tdrner, H.
'. Larkins. F. A. Rawls and Mrs.
ary L. Pool.
OW TO SAVE 4 MONEY.0NEY.
ake Advantage of the Half-
Price Offer Made by L.
L. Elgin.
in these times when livito expen-
s have increased front tit lily to 
fly per ceut. it I. unusual to hear
I a standard remedy being offered
I half price. •
Yet that is the way .L. L. High'
• popular druggist, is selling Dr.
oward's celebrated specific for the
re of dyspepsia and conetipatioe.
addition to selling a fifty-cient bot-
e, containing a month's treatment
sixty doses, for 25e, he gilves his
newel guarantee with every bottle
sells to refund the rounriy if. it
as not give satisfaction.
Doetor's bills can be saved by the
to of Dr. Howard's specific 'for the
Ire of dyspepsia and con4pation,
Id by taking advantage of this ape-
al half price introductory oiler, our
aders can save half the regular
ice of the specific.
This remarkable remedy is dentin-
to have the largest sale of any
tolicitte upon the market. fttr those
ho use It once not only buy a see-
d package. but they recomenetiti it
their friends as the only rd l et they
re found for constipation esid dys-
psis. 'The sole limit to its sale is
is feet that in only chronic esees Is
ore than one bottle needed to cure,
id its cures are permanetet.
Do not let this opportunity pass to
obtain a standard fifty cent remedy
at half price. Itetnember than drug-
gist Elgin will refund your inioney If
Dr. Howard'. specific does mit cure.
(I 9 13 WI!
-
Miss Mollie Kennedy hail gone
East to study the fall styles in dress
making.
.4.111Weet vos
IFIRST TRAIN NOV. 1
BELIEVED T. C. WILL. BE
FINISHED THEN.
Work Would Be Completed
Earlier Bnt For Unavoid-
able Delays.
Supt. %V. H. Fex, ot the Tenueesee
Central Construct ion company, metid
on Suuday evening that the work nt
all parts of the road is progreeaing
very t•oti.fautorily. He Reid that, in
his 01.1111011, it wet be possible to op-
grate a train Inset liarrinutim to Hop-
kinsville by Nov. I. or very soon
thereefter, and heyouil all question
aot inter than the first of the year.
The greatest trouble felt all along,
and which will still probably be ex-
perienced, is with the bridge over
the Cumberland Rivet. But f 3r the
high water during the spring and
late winter, this bridge would now
be practically finished. As it is it
lacks much of completion, although
the work is being pushed forward
with all possible speed.
The 'fenneasee Central track is
now within eighteen Intim of Clarks-
ville. From Clarksville to Hopkins-
ville the track is being laid iu some
places, while in others the work of
grading is being finished. There are
a number of steel bridges between
Nashville and Hopkinsville, but no
delay or difficulty has been experi-
enced in getting these in place.
Nashville American.
Mr. W. I). Witherspoon, attorney
for the 'I'. C. railroad, sad this
morning that the reports of trouble
iti getting right of way over Govern-
ment land at Lock A had beeu very
greatly exaggerated it) some of the
Nashville papers, says the Banner.
"The railroad passes over the Gov-
ernment property," said Mr. Wither-
spoon, "and we are to give the Gov-
ernment other land for what we take.
The deeds we tendered the Govern-
ment had not been passed on by the
legal department of our company,
and they were sent back by the war
department to be put in better shape.
We are now doing that, and have an
abstract man examining the titles.
We will get the papers back to the
Government in good shape. They
will then undoubtedly be accepted,
and the work of building across the
Government property will go right
ahead.'
The construction gang is yet sev-
eral miles from the Government
land, anti the matter will probably
be settled by the time they reach
Lb ere.
Demurrer Filed.
Hunter Wood & Son and Douglas
Bell, attorneys for Mike McCor-
mick who was sued recently by 011ie
McElwaine, colored, for j1,000 dam-
ages alleged to have been sustained
from a blast fired by the employes of
the defendant, have flied a demurrer
to the petition claiming that the
facts contained therein were not suf-
ficient to justify a cause of action.
Constipation 
And all symptoms and
Results of Indigestion
abeun reineved by tiel see et
OR. CARLSTEOT'S
GERMAN LIVER POWDER
liesey refunded If yea sr* set pleased
with remelts; bas cum. t -'-
-why mai yite
Mr. le. If . Hackett. • proolaesa oardtaatol
Morgaeheld, Ky.,WILII a einffIffef for noes from
constipauon sad isititall IMO prevailed
aeon to ay Dr. s Cornea Liner
Powder by sae Mee it dose goat good.
He gave it • sisal* trial, when he begin to feel
better at once. Troubled with piles, Mr. Hack-
e0 4 was stimrteM to find 11 cared of dna
met drm.. of bodily ai to H. ii now
• well man sad does not g twedidaw if
YOU are afflicted in this man 4jov• it • Ishii;
it will eat fee ooly 15 mom should ft not
prevent we em the druggist as authorised to
TSload year swowg•

























DID NOT PROVE VERY SAT-
ISFACTORY
I Both Animals Were Kickers
and Two Boys Were
Injured
ri 14...1. l. 11,-rut -, reset
Ptileleoy end l'i.eaetion of Nelionai
Export Expocition, vat test
Ph IWO:Asia, Dec. nso, igeo.
The Pertma :Medicine Co., Cottle.: ., 0
oentiemen:-"Toward the late 
of August I found myself in a %tele
much run-down condition. I suffered
particularly from catarrhof the stomach,
aggravated no doubt by the responsibil-
ities and worriment incident to the ex-
ploitation et a greet international expo-
sition. What I ate distreesed me and I
would lie awake r.t n: 711t I threshing
over,' if I may sae that expression, the
.I.Taire of the proviona day.
My famry physician said I had
nervous prostration and recommended
s sea voy.7.,eo. !gradually grew worse.
4 kind friend whom I had known in
Ohio reconttnendvd Pcruna. Though
skeptical, I finally yielded to his ad.
vice. Alter using one bottle I was
much improved and with the fifth
bottle came complete recovery. I am




If you do not derive prompt and satis-
factory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statetr-ut of your case and he will
he pleased to rive you his valuable ad-
vice free.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of





Capital Stock Is $10,000.-
Begins Business On
October 1st.
Articles of incorporatron were
filed in the county clerk's office this
morning for the Peerless Manufac-
turing company, with a capital stock
of $10,000. Stock will be issued to
this amount in shares of $10) each.
The object of the company is to ap-
ply for, buy, sell, lease, operate or
otherwise handle or trade in patents.
The incorporators are, Messrs. Ferd
Schmidt, Lee Ellis. J. P. Tate, T. J.
Tate and J. H. Robinson. The busi-
ness will begin on Cctober 1, and will
continue for twenty-five years unless
sooner dissolved. The affairs of the
company will be conducted by a
board of five directors, one of which
shall be president. one vice presi-
dent, one general manager and one
secretary and treasurer. It is also
provided that the indebtedness of
the company shall at no time exceed
the capital.
Sues For $55.
Mrs. Mary A. Lane vs. Hampton
Brothers is the style of a suit filed
Saturday for $66. The plaintiff states
in her petition that she had two fine
sows, one Poland China and the oth-
er a Berkshire, and that one of time
sows had four pigs. She says the
hogs strayed into the field of the
Hampton. brothers and that one of
wantonly killed the sows, as a re-
sult of which the pigs grew up with-
°It proper nourishment and were
dwarfed. She asks that the court
order the defendants reimburse her
for her loss.
From Saturday's Daily m
Mr. T. M. Jones has returned from
New York.
Mr. T. M. Jones has returned from
New York.
Mr. Sam Frankel has returned
from New York.
Miss Linda Smith, of Louisville, is
visiting her cousin, Miss Katie May
Cooper.
Mrs. Sallie N. Burros, of Mur-
freesboro, Tenn., is visiting Mrs. NV.
L. Payton.
Mr. Henry Frankel will leave to-
morrow for New York to purchase
new goods.
Mr. Max Rautoold has returned
from visits to Cincinnati, Louisville
and Glasgow.
Mr J. B. Oalbreath was in Nash-
ville yesterday to attend a meeting
of Southern mill officials.
Mr. F. J. Brownell was in Nash
title yesterday to attend the meeting
of the Southeastern Millers' associa-
tion.
Mr. B. J. Mathews and family
have returned from Olen Cairn, Ky.,
where they have been spending the
Sum 111P r.
Charles Nourse and wife and Miss
Elizabeth Nourse, of Hopkitisville.
were in the city today enroute to
Owerisboro.-Heuderrion Journal,
Miss Mettle Edwards has returned
from a visit to Miss Eula Burrua at
HopkIttiville MI66 Manie Byars,
of HopkInsvilitio is visiting Mies
Martha Byars.-Tudd County Times.
Misses Irene Lloyd and Nora Led
ford, of Pembroke, were visitors in
the city yesterday, they came up t
witness the game of baseball between
Pembroke and this city.
Miss Bertha Thompson who has
beet' visiting her sister, Mrs. T. D
Armistead, on south Main street, for
several weeks, returned this morn-
ing to her home at Louisville.
Miss Sallie Drake. of Bowling Green,
Is visiting Miss Clara Braden.
Mr. L. F. Atkinson has returned
has returned front a visit to relatives
in Virginia.
Mrs. Walter Harped has returned
from Old Point Comfort.
Mr. F. M. Whitlow, of Cadiz, Is in
the city.
Mr. George W. Chapman, of Madi-
sonville, Is In town.
Mr. E. J. Varian, of Owensboro, is
In the city.
Mr. H. C. Day, of Heederaon, was
here yesterday.
Miss Daisy Wilson returned to
Macey this afternoon
Mr. C. B. HoiMitil, of Trenton is in
the city.
Mrs. J. M. Cobbs, of Covington,
Tenn., is vloiting the family of Mr.
J. K. Twyman.
Mrs. Rogers Barr and children left
this morning for Lexington.
Mr. Jacob Hess, proprieter of the
Central Meat Market, had consider-
able trouble with refractory horses
hit I urtlay night and Sunday morning.
Ott Sat utility night his wagon was
driven up to it residence on East
Seventh MI I set and while the boy
wee delivering a eackage the horse
became frightened at somethhig and
ran away. Webber Watkins,colored,
climbed into the back of the wagon
and attempted to stop time horse, but
It turned down Liberty street and
then into Ninth. 'Vhen the wheels
struck the crossing on Ninth street
the vehicle was almost overturned
and the boy was thrown out his head
striking on the curbing and cutting a
very severe gash). It was thought at
arst he was killed, but he revived
and physicians day he will recover.
The wagon was almost demolished.
That night Mr. Hess traded the
horse for a pony and yesterday morn.
morning Witten Clark, son of Mr.
Harry Clark, was kicked on the
right leg by the animal. l'he horse's
hoof struck the boy on the front of
the leg about nalf way between the
knee and the ankle and tore a long
strip of flesh louse from the bone,
causing a very painful wound. Mr.
Hess had the man from whom lie gut
the pony arrested on the grounds of
obtaining money under false pre-
tenses. He claims that the horse
was represented to him as being per-




Snake and Bass Engage In
Duel.-Senator Cren-
, shaw's Stories.
°Senator R. C. Crenshaw is in town
regaling his friends with a true fish
story. While on the bank of his big
pond Saturday he F&W a number of
sparrows bathing, after their maim-
ner, in the shallow water. Presently
a big mouth bass, which woald weigh
about two pounds, appeared on the
surface of time water. darted into the
midst of the birds and seized one in
its mouth. The sparrow struggled
desperately for freedom, but was
carried out towards the middle of
the pond. In a few moments the fish
and its feathered victim disappeared
from view, and in a little while the
bird floated to the top of the water-
dead. It had been wantonly
drowned by the finny murderer.
The day before, Senator Crenshaw
saw a terrible duel between a snake
and one of the bass, In which the for-
mer proved victor.
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab-
lets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
On Jellies
pr -c rS at-cl pickles, spread
a thin coa.tinif of
PURE REFINED
PARAFFINE
Will keep them absolutely moisture and
add proof. Pure Refined Paraffins is aiss
useful in a sioreis other ways shout the




• In Gov. Beckham's
' Address44041' 4,0 x•
FOR GOV. BECKHAM
WHO IS FRIEND OF LA-
BORING PEOPLE.
J. D. Wood Would Not Ac-
cept the Nomination
For Covernor.
J. D. Wood, member of the nation-
al Executive Board of the united
mine workers of America, has writ-
ten a letter to the Courier-Journal
denying that int is a candidate for
governor of Kentucky on the ticket
of the allied people's party of united
labor party. He says he will vote
and work for Gov. Beckham, whom
he considers a consistent friend of
the laboring people. Mr. Wood's




Dear Sir:-I notice in a recent is-
sue bf the Courier-Journal a state-
ment that I will be nominated for
governor by the allied people's party
and the united labor party, and will
accept the r omination.
The statement is a mistake. I am
not a candidate, and would not ac-
cept the nomination if tendered me.
I consider Oov. Beckham a wise and
conservative governor, and he cer-
tainly has been the friend of the la-
boring people, and I shall cast my





Ashton Montgomery Dies of
Typhoid Fever.
--
Died at the home of W. C. and
Mrs. Lizzie McKenzie near Oak
Grove, South Christian, Ashton
Montgomery after a protracted ill-
nese of typhoid fever. The deceased
was a very bright and promising
young man, just in his sixteenth
year, and the pride of a devoted
mother who has the sympathy of
many friends in the town end coun-
try in her loss and bereavement.
Ashton was the last male member
of that well known and highly re-
spected family of which the late Dr.
James Montgomery was the head.
Buys A Home.
Rev. Dr. %V. L. !course has pur-
chased the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
John Bell on East Seventh street.
Mr. John H. Bell, Jr., hail purchased
the fine building lot on Seventh
street, adjoining Mr. F. W. Dabney's
place, and will have a handsome re-
nature is on each box. 26c. eidetic° erected.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED HI THE
COUNTY TEACHERS INSTITUTE.
1. Resolved,That we, time teachers talon the board of trustees of
of this institute, will go forth from State College, and especially
this meeting with a renewed determ- own
[nation to exercise all the powers we
possess toward the upbuilding of our
schools, the placing of them upon a
higher basis than that upon which
they now stand, and that we will
leave nothing undone which will
tend toward the development of that
grand, noble structure called char-
acter-that structure which stands
throughout time and eternity.
2. Resolved, That we, as Christian
county teachers, tender our sincere
thanks to the Methodist church of
Hopkineville foz the use of their
building during this institute.
3. And to Miss Katie McDaniel
for her efficient work, to Prof. Evans
for his profitable instruction and to
Prof. Taylor for the courtesies shown
to the teachers in throwing open his
school/I for inspectioe, and for fur-
Oohing traneportatIon for the teach-
ere to the buildings.
4. NV herear the recent extInguieh-
nment of practically all of the state's
debt renders it unnecessary to set
aside 6 cents of time state revenue for
sinking fund purposes, as provided
In present apportionment, &Ltd,
Whereas the present school fund
is inadequate to the demands of the
system, only a five months term be-
ing maintained, and at exteemely
low salaries,
Therefore be it resolved, That it is
the sense of this institute that the
cor ing general assembly should
enact a law KO changing the appor-
tionment that at least 3 cents be
transferred from the sinking fund to
the school fund.
6. Whereas, in the act of the leg-
islature of Kentucky, granting five
mills on each hundred dollars' worth
of taxable property In the state to
endow time State College of Ken-
tucky, and In the words of the act,
"to make the normal department ef-
fective." and
Whereas said normal department
is not properly equipped with teach-
ers lit a sufficient number to ptoperly
teach and train the number of stu-
dents who have attended said depart•
ment in the past, and would attend
at the present time if they could get
proper recognition from the adtnin-
nitration of the college; therefore
Be it Resolved, that we, the teach-
ers of Christian county, Kentucky,
In Institute assembled, do hereby pe-
the
our
member of said board, to give
the normal department its due share
of the proceeds of the above men-
tioned tax as was fully intended by
both time spirit and the letter of the
law granting the state endowment.
a. Whereas, a summer school for
the training of teachers has been
organized at the State College, at
Lexington, Ky., and a cuccemful
term of six weeks tete been taste+ t
during the motitim- of June anti .1111
1903, and
Whereas, said school can not be
made pera anent and properly effec-
tive without additional funds, and
recognizing the great need of such
training for the teachers of Ken-
tucky; therefore,
Be it Resolved, that we, the teach-
ers of Christian county, Kentucky,
mu inititute aesembled, du hereby pe-
titiou the legislature Of the state,
and especially our representative
and senator, to endow said summer
school with a sufficient annual ap-
propriation In order that the teach-
ers of the state may ilfIVP ample fa
chitties within their own state for
such study and work during the ses-
sion of said ounimer school as will
increase their efficiency and useful-
ness as teachers in the schools of
Kentucky.
7. Be it resolved that we earnestly
petition our powers that be that they
create one or several first cleats Nor-
mal schools in the state, equipped
and qualified for the best training
of teachers and that this school shall
not be in connection with any other
school, university or college, what-
soever.
S. Resolved, That we as teachers
of Christian eutinty, agree to du all
In our power to have the county vote
a tax of lb cents on each one hun-
dren dollars worth of taxable proper-
ty and 26 cents on emelt poll, for the
purpose of supple Meeting the 1101001
fund.
9. Resolved, That we as a body of
The building of a home has beenteachers invite either llopkins, Todd,
many e dian's start toward the built:-
or Trigg county teachers to meet at ing of a fortune. Many cannot save
without a definite object in view.Hopkinsville next year in a joint
They go on paving rent, year after
Institute. year, with no thought of the future.
Committee, ' Let the
1 South Kentucky
C. E. Dudley, Chairman, 1
!Building 41 Loan Ass°J. E. Brown,
of Hopkinsvill.., Ky., help you.
reo o• s ea'e'a rOe. ".-^•-^ese^
The Detncratio campaign shall be
aggressive, not defensive.
Republicans will not be permitted!
to pursue a "gum-shoe campaign."
The Democratic ticket was named
by the people in the first state pri-
mary held by the party in Ken-
t u Ictk 
is against the assassination of a
Republican hi Breathitt county as
much as it is against that of a
Democrat in Franklin county.
It believes that it is the duty of
the government to protect the poor
as well as the rich, to guard the in-
terects of labor as well as capital.
Coder the present Democratic ad-
ministration the state debt has been
decreased from $1.000,000 to $10).000.
During the last three years of Re-
publican rule in Kentucky the tax
rate was the highest ever assessed,
and in addition the *tete &lit was
doubled.
The ruinous and riotous conduct of
the Republican regime under Taylor
left a legacy of many extraordinary
expenses.
With all our debts and claims paid
there will be in the state treasury on
the 1st of next January nearly $1,600
000.
The two state prisons instead of
being it great drain upon the reve-
nues of the state as under the old
management will this year pay a
small revenue.
The Confederate Home and Chil-
dren's Home have been established
under the present administration.
The pardon record, grossly misrep-
resented by mendacious Republican
organs for polical capital, shows that
the present governor has granted 226
against 478 issued by (Joy. Brown
and 428 by (boy. Bradley.
I have never issued a pardon for
political purposes or where I did not
conscientiously believe it right and
just to do eo.
By the use of all the power at the
commaud of the state executive law
and order has been restored in Breath-
itt county.
I believe that Jett and White are
guilty of the murder of Marcum in
Breathitt county and if elected will
not pardon them. Will Mr. Belknap
be as frank about what he would do
in the case of those who murdered
Goebel?
The preeent Democratic adminis-
tration hiss collected $1,600,000 on
neglected war claims.
Kentucky paid 5V8 per cent. corn-
Mitillien for the collection of these
claims. Other states paid from 10 to
26 per cent, on similar claims.
The Republicans have been talking
about a business administration.
The Democratic administration by
its dilligence and businesslike meth-
ods has plaSed the state in the best •
financial condition it ever enjoyed
and has paid off before it was due al- •
•tnoet the entire debt.
It is true that, unlike Mr. Belkuap.
I have neither inherited nor accumu-
lated a vast fortune, but I can mod-
estly lay claim to the fact that my
services to the commonwealth have
been from a business standpoint
equally as successful as his se:vices
have been for himself
Mexican Mustang Liniment















may be, is to
saturate a piece
lf soft, old linen cloth with
Mexican
Mustant Liniment
and bind it loosely over the wound.
It gives quick relief from the sting-
ing, smarting agony, prevents inflam-
mation from developing, heals the sore
ith a haste that is most gratifying,
and so thoroughly that it seldom
lefores a scar. Keep the cloth wet with the lialnisat.
Mexican Mustang Liniment
sare8 - Fr..!st,ed.combs, etc., is Poultry.
I may not have been such a success
as he has so far as my personal in-
terests are concerned, but I know the
difference between a four. horse wag-
on aud a shotgun and I have never
been indicted by a federal court and
made to pay a tine upon the plea of
guilty for not drawing the proper
distinction between those two valu-
able articles of interstitte comeierce.
The Democratic party in Kentucky
is more united and harmonious than
it has been in ten years.
I am glad to give you hope of a
brilliant victory in November.
.......... VI IR













IS THE SCIENTIFIC ItEMEDY
TfiAT KILLS TtIESE
PARASITIC Gr,tits.
tot Sale by Dru/glits. Price $1.00.
Sold bv Thomas (11 Trahero
Send too In stamps for sample to






You can buy lots in McPherson *
Fowler's addition on West Seventh
St. at any price to suit your means.
e.de.sr$100.40,4e.d,
or more according to location, and on
easy terms. Apply to
J. E. McPHERSON
or W. T. FOWLER
NV 11 R P




















your Roof and Guttering to
see what shape they are in for Fall




Cornice IA orki, Tank Work
and Guarantee it to be the best. You
should not put off work of
this Hind as it may
result in a
damage to your pro-





Call or Phone 185-3.
CEO, it YOUNG,






mom DR MOFFETT'S A
I EETHINA
(TEETHING POWDERS)







September first sounded the
death knell of the straw hat and
the cool nights make welcome the
news that our exclusive styles in
the Celebrated Hawes $3 Derbie•
and Soft Hats are here. You are
going to the fall styles. too.
The Stiff Hats will be worn almost
exclusively in blacks. Let us




Henry C Gant, Pres irhe world greatest Chewing Gum r
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FRANK DE WITT TALI/MAC. D.D.,
Pmts. of Joffe...on Put Prombr
"trios Omsk Clikabills
• •
Chicago, Sept d An approprtate
theme fur the Flunday preceding Labor
do. helpful old teetering in tts treat-
ment. le tleis elacouree, to which the
preacher makes special appeal in be-
half of the -churcblem millions - The
text is Peale' Iv, '.2, -Man gore, forth
tine) his %uric and to his labor until
the el euing." 1
-What time it misterr the work-
man asked as :I went through • large
factory. "Twenty minutes pact 5." I
answered. "Ale then," said he, "1
hare forty tulautes more labor before
I am my owti boss." The workman
kept on pouuding--tive. ten, fifteen.
twenty, twenty-five, thirty, forty min-
utes. During 'this interval, while the
minute hand was moving slowly around
the dial toward the numerical twelve.
that man aud lils colaborers continued
at alter wort. i But ao sootier did the
clock begin to "trite d than a loud fac-
tory whistle was blown. Immediately
the Olen and the women, the boys and
girls alike. dropped their tasks and
turned their Olaf, upon the wheels
and the leather bands. elley took off
their aprons end donned their coats
and hate. The front and the aide doors
of the great building were a vortex
from which poured an onrusking flood
of humanity. The electric ears and
the elevated trains and suburban ex-
presses were jammed and crowded by
the scattering employees not only
from one but from many stores and
factories. Everywhere In our large
enter' "man Korth to his work and to
his labor" in the morntng. In the even-
ing hour man, for the most part, has
finished hie daily tasks and heads to-
ward home. My text rightly describes
the aortal conditiona of Davidie times.
It as truthfully pictures the labor con-
ditions of the present day
The unit oar* average laboring an
works front an to sun. Now comes
the practical and pertinent question,
"How Is be tb spend his evenings?'
This is to be oer theme. It is to be oar
subject for twe reasons: First. because
tomorrow is Labor day. It is a day
legalised as a holiday by the state leg-
islatures. during which all thoughtful
men and woasen should discuss or
thew- speeches ispon the great problems
which affect *laboring clammy. Such
a subject as "ealbor's Evenings" natu-
rally grows Mit of a Labor Sunday
IllOrVier
A illplaaltsol Problem.
It li our thecae because this haute
nent moral and spiritual problem can
never be rightly solved by the laboring
man alone He needs the help oraym-
pathetic men Who have leisure to think
and plan and Who have capital which
they ten Invest in educatioual appli-
ances that will yield them • return in
higher efficieney mud grateful loyalty
to theft interests. The problem of cap-
itel and labor ;twist he stilted. if ever
solved, by the Christian co-operation
both of the rich and the poor; by Chris-
tian philanthrepists placing in then
employees' hatids the means by which
they van lift themselves up.
In the eolutien of this problem the
church of Claim &Weld take • prowl-
ueut part. It eannot afford to go on its
way Indifferent to the social condition,
which are fait becoming intolerable.
The miseries or the poor cry aloud unto
heaven. To whom have they a right to
look for help if not to that lustitutton
which elitist established for the re-
demption of the world. What can the
church do for them? It natty do much,
and deft Mode the Retie*. It may
employ I woilli plate the institutional
chuteb. lit, s4:01 linegnie that the
ehtiteli *111 110;111teeeettled by alith was
Li 111/1 hetet IIP I Hider mailiol motile
Huai *Hob It Kroldrit I Wits iii *Well
lite *141;11111101410 Will 140 elitil le ailigni
Ma thrmlno flit* iliaiii 4141 HUSH 14111
iii-Ille NIP, 14ii  •Ii of l'Inglin la DI Pe ft
slime kit * nil WS kali. * livviltua *I
Irr, a 118141111 1111100 fur woollen' or a
free ritstaursoll where tramps and beg-
gar§ *hall cous to get annething fur
nothing. It Mies mean, however, that
the church of Jesus Christ is to be
something more than • mere place of
preaching antil hearing It in to be a
place of menet practical helpfulness.
It is to becurus eyes for the blind and
clothing for the naked and crutches for
the lame and food for the hungry and
a wenn welcome for the friendly's and
comfort for the hopeless It Is literally
to be all thing" to all men. It is to be-
come a place of metal eommunion as
well att of spiritual worship.
)Please explain yourself more in de-
tail." some one says. Well. I will. In
the drat place. J find that the social in-
stinct is a Godi implanted instinct. and
must and will Snd vent out of the hu-
man heart. The gregarious teudeuey Is
strong in men, es it hi In animal" Cat-
tle travel in bend*. If • farmer turns
out his cows *you the mountain sides
be only has to:place one Mel upon one
cow. Theo it easy for him to find
the rest of the herd. Mime years ago
an luexpertenciid German ratite to live
in Pike ~init. Pa.. where I was at
that time presetiing. Ife set that whole
county Intighlls %V ii? "! III Illa lack
of ktiowledge, of animal instinct be
placed a diffekent bell on et ery cow.
Thud his herd, of cows would go over
thorse mountains clanging their dis-
cordant bells like a big orchestra tint-
ing up Its Iniftritruentr for a concert
piece. It onlyil need+ citie hell for one
herd of cattle. i tows MI% at)* tr.% el to-
gether The 'time law smile* to sheep
and horses and buffaloes and mutely to
birds and flab. They love to be In
each other's society They live la
herds or flocks or wheel,. The social
instinct ni the human race. as In all
animate. is a God implanted instinct.
Man will associate with man. and no
power on earth can help It. Ile e Ill
associate with man in the chen-b or
else In the saloon or club sir secret mo-
del/. lie must uud will bud perpetual
companionship during his evening
hours. *the church should provide a
plate for the barmiest indulgence of
that craving.
Wow to Roma the lliamets.
Statement second. I Mid by study 'of
books stud persoual Investigation that
every church which has tine been bap-
tised by the liuly Spirit *id then gone
forth to reach the middle or the labor-
ing climes through the social gate has
always been blest if God its a ularvel-
ons way. A canuspicuous illustration of
that fact is seen In St. George's Epis-
copal church of New York city. This
was once the femme church of the
great Or Stephen Tyng. This church
Is situated in Emit Sixteenth street. A
short time after the good Dr. Tyng
died the wealthy parishioners of thia
churce began to move away. There
was great talk at one time of abandon
lag this site and going farther up town.
l'bett came Dr. Rainsford to this pulpit
He Is a big, warm hearted, prautical
Christian. Whet did he do? Dessert
that ulagnideent downtown field to
Satan, as many of our downtown
churches have done? No: he made St
George'. parish right about fare. Ha
made that ehurch appeal to the classes
around Its very doors. He made It ate
eempliath Its work by appealing to the
neighborhood tbrougb the social gate.
Th. result I. St. Georges Episeopalian
church. greet as Its former pastors
were, never did the good that it in do-
ing today. It is now appealing to the
greet unchurehed classes. Its parish
boluses and social beetle-ea are busy
Monday. Teeetiay. Wednesday, Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday as well a•
having it. church auditorium open on
Sunday. It is a church of the -glad
hand" and the -every night welcome**
As well as the church of -holy prayer,"
What is true In reference to St.
George's church la tree of the Judeon
Memorial church of New York and of
Russell t'onweles church in Philadel-
phia arei of the Park Presbyterian
church of Newark, N. J.. and in owe
sense of the Moody church of Chicle.
Oh, why will not all of tbe churches.
like thole named, learn the value of
doing their work by appealing to the
social instincts.?
In the most congested parts of oar
cities the fail41011,1 hare no diffieulty to
live. They appeal to mankind through
the aerie] gate. Upon their windows I
see theme words advertised everywhere:
"Free Lunch." What does that mean?
Have the saloon keepers auddeuly be-
come philanthropists? Are they ani-
mated with the gospel (Jenne to feed
the poor and eare for the starving?
Oh. no! The aloon keeper is a man
shrewd and keen In business. He says:
"If I with a sandwich can only entice
my victims into my hell bole. then I
can keep them here by the soviet in-
settee I will then surround them
with toy hlreltregic anti bold them In
grips of steel." There is an old saying
In church circles. "Give the people a
free lunch and there Is no difficulty In
collecting a crowd." If the saloon
keepers can afford to give a free lunch
every morning noon and night in the
service of the devil I do not believe it
a poor policy truer In awhile on a week
night for the institutional church to
give a -free lunch" in the name of
Christ.:1
K•11 Diats•sotts to Comaterset.
When mute months ago I went
through the Chicego slum. in company
with the °dicers of the law, buntiug
for the debauched husband of one of
nay churcl. members. I found in many
of throe evil reverts that free •ande-
vier shows were given in order to de-
roy and rmaw In crowds. If the Satan-
ic proprietor ean effortl to du that I
do mit la-lies p It OUI of piece far I .hris.
flans slfl the *Nit nights In offet
Steel as.uai eitietitillititritle in/Oho*
HP *Frei MINIM thin I
fellistVetilti lii Ills HOMY of
"41 41101e I Nil 4t4b14 1140 rifest' III s kloil•
gay algal. polo elniftlii *floc clitiveli,
140111,111S 41411 OSP! OM esilli ite ac
count of their elooel doom mot INA
the billiard halls lit full illetuination
and crowded with the young men of
our land. I know then that there Is
Something wrong I know that these
young turn are nut ling appealed to
ID the 11.1Ille Of Christ through the SO -
vial gate. I know that the Institutional
church is right when, to counteract
that evil Influence. It throws wide
(men its church buildings and offers to
the young men and women of Its neigh-
borhood libraries tic which they can
read the best books. and gymnasiums
In which they can develop their mus-
vire, and place,' in which they can he
brought into the beat of Christian as.
%Dilation. You who decry the Luis/eon
of the Institutional church, did you '
ever stop to manse that In the congest- .
ed district" of your tenement buildings
there Is hardly a public place for •
worklugman to an and set were] ex-
cote to a saloon. there Is hardly a '
plac-.• where he ‘Itil go to meet the
most sacred wants of hia physical me- ;
titre except in a suloou? Therefore can
we and dare we decry the miesiou of
the Institutional church In furnishing
wholesome and elevating aueownient
for the workingman and a resort In
attic Is is.- can spend a Pleasant auelal
ccciii rig"
-But." some one 'Rya. "Mos then du
you dietiuguish between the work of
the social settlement and the work of
the 'institutional (Mune? " They are
diametrically different. They are as
far apart as the arctic and the antare
tie poles They have entirely different
purposes. The institutional ehureh be-
lievee that the "social gate" should be
the -strait gate" leading directly to
the foot of the cross While the social
arttlenieut Ii Li !warty every lusts*,
managed by Christians and while it Is
inspired by Cbriptian principles and
motives, It is compelled by the exi-
gentles of its work to keep creed and
denomination In the background. Its
opportunities of getting in touch with
men and women cif ever' faith and of
no Nell would he restricted, if uot al-
together lost. If it became known as a
proaelyting Institution. The legatee
email etiureh belteves lu being all
things to all wen so that Jesus Christ
(en he glorified. It Is trying to carry
' out the command of Christ which says.
-And I If I he lifted up will draw all
men unto me." The 'octal settlement
can never take the plate of the church,
though It mmy prepare the way for it.
It, work, taluably as it Is, does not
reach Its tree culmination until the
pimple whom it striver to lufluence
hare found in the gospel of Jesus
Christ the panacea for all their afflic-
tions and in Jesus himself the bearer
of all their burdens So the !futile
Donal church, strong In its conviction
of the efficacy of tts remedy. makes
Jesus Its motto. presents Jesus at the
social gate. Jesus in our Minnie,. Je-
isua in our gymnasiums, Jesus with us
' in oaring for the children, Jesus the
eounteraign with which we shall coin-
mime on the Sabbath day. Jesus the
name of fellowship with which we
shall associate together on the week
night. Jeans. Jesus only'
'ablest\ Day Obtetrosaato.
Another means of benefiting the
workingman is to insist on the observ-
ance of tbe Lord's day The Sabbath
day as a 'sacred rest day is to be •
great factor in teaching the laboring
clamses bow rightly to spend their
evenings. It le not only. as William
Gladatone once expressed it, to be
-the great eonservator of physical
health." but abro the golden gate which
shall open to let the laboring man into
the blither and nobler life of the Spirit.
It is to be the foundstion stone of the
!sacred church. It Is also to be the
foundation stone of the pure home and
l ot the pure pine.. of evening entertain-
' ment.
An oriental legend in a very graphic
way taught the truth of Ralph Waldo
Emereon's terse saying. "The Sabbath
day is the very core of civilisation."
both mpletual and temporal. It Moon-
ed King Solomon on hes way to visit
the queen of Sheba While journeying
along he came to a valley filled with •
peculiar tribe of monkeys By inquiry
from the neighboring tieciple he found
tied the; tribe of monkeys was the di.
rect descendants of a Jewish colony
which long ago had settled In that val-
ley. 'nee people as a people had start-
ed on their weal degeneracy when
they. through &varies.. had learned to
despise the Sabbath day. Sabbath
desecration always means a degener-
ating man It mean's the human race
descending feint 'the godlike to the
brutelike on the other hand, the In-
direct lessons of this legend are also
true. Terieh a man how to worship
God aright on Sunday and you stiffen
his baekbone. You will ratite his fore
head's dome You will also teach him
how to Ilve aright, both during the
week day and the week night.
-But.- omen says some one to me.
-why do you use the future tense?
Why do you say. 'The Sabbath day is to
be the golden gate which shall open to
let the laboring man into the higher
and the nobler life of the Spirit?' Why
do you not use the present tense or
even the past tense?" Because, my
frieod, to a great extent, Avarice, with
her dusky handmaids. Blasphemy and
Wanton Pleasures. have stoleu away
our blessed Sabbath. When Omagh
hen landed upon our shores he was
asked what most impressed him about
the new world "The quiet of the Amer-
can Sabbath." wait his reply But. alai.
alas. the American Sabbath is not now
a day of rest and worslitp, but of work
and pleasure seeking In many large
retire and in many country villages the
stores are opened, and linsinewi, if not
running at full blast, is being done at
least with driving force. The barber
eleipaAnd gteerry steers end drug etoree
anti titi gun& thole awl Honor store*
awl 11111111111 huh sisil theattito Iltit
511511 hintltitlam bet foi-tutiws open
Ned Itiol* eit 4le11s4 ketteeeft
44/NH4 Rl111411# 14F likillf(hlt "flia
ititosiltio 'flow *Hill 1441 liffiel *MANI V'
be floe ecielliele a ret1446111t/ eignie
ileum" onto powerfully 'poke klishup
Huntington -tines the fear was that
the Sunday might be broken Now the
anxiety Is lest It be wholly lost lu
• word, we are threetened with the
forfeiture of an available franchise. the
annulment of an ancient charter. and
It la high time that we bestir our
selves." Yes, yes. Bishop Huntington
well spoke the truth. The Sabbath day
Is to be a great factor in the future in
teaching the laboring classes bow to
spend their evenings, become now the
Sabbath day as a day of net ham been
stolen away It must be recaptured.
It is high time that the labor unions of
this land and the church of Jesus Christ
Join hands to win back that Sabbatic
treasure wbieb Lord liestonseeld
who, like King Solomon, eras a Jew -
once declared "was the greatest bless-
ing ever given by God to wan"
A Reettul
The labor unions may logically base
their claims upon physical grounds.
"Retie rest: Give us more rest!" cry
the barber unions and the grocery clerk
unions and the drug store clerk unions
and all other unions. -Oar men must
Lave physical rest pereetical rem for
the eye, the baud, the brain, the heart;
re,it. and complete rest, on physical
ground." And thank tied, a begin
plug has already been made. for the
labor unions are every where presenting
their just claims for a nettle Sabbath
On the other hand, the church of
Jesus Christ must go Into this battle
for a restful Sabbath etephaeltIng
spiritual as well all physical claims
'[Ice chureh of Jesus Christ must have
et least 0111.. whole day per week to tell
the people sheet God; one whole day
per week to teach men hew they should
te good husbands and good sons and
good father,. one day per week to
teach a man his duty to his fellow men
and to his state; one day out ofsevery
DeN1•11 to teacb • man how his life may
be Fleetest and his death glorious.
"Rest! Rest!" A Sabbath for sacred
rem and worship should be the cry of
the (Mune May this Christian pulpit
ou this Labor Sunday help to be the
means of leading the church and the
labor unions to clasp heeds in the holy
conspiracy of capturing the Sabbath
for God, recapturing it for physnal
and mental and spiritual rest and In-
s iguratiou.
A coulter:rated and gospellaed ballot
box Is also to be a great factor in teach-
ing the laboring classes how to spend
tbeir evenings. This means that by
the tile/Ion of the proper health otte
click and district attorneys and reunite
ipal representatives tbe better classes
shall be able to go Into the city slums
arid clean out the vile formations and
accumulations of filth. Jacob A. itlis
in hts great book. "How the Other Half
Lives," declared that In some of New
York's back alleys, a choke with refuse
plies, the light of the sun, as in Devil's
canyon, In Arizona, can never shine.
He declared that the walls of one tene-
ment 11.1 "Blind Man's alley" were so
covered over with filth that though It
caught fir. six times tu winter It could
not burn. The filthy incrustations ac-
cumulated upon the walls of that tene-
ment did literally smother the flames.
It mean" that these elected officers
shall see that each family must have
rooms for itself. No moral lessons can
ever be taught wbere there are four or
five married eouples, with their chil-
dren. occupying the same apartment.
A Dublin missionary said that once be
found flee differeut families all living
within the slime four walls of one
room- one husband and wife for each
corner and one family for the center of
the room- and "one of those families
was taking in boarders." It meana
that no criminals as a clam shall be
allowed to collect in One region lhose
haunts if neeeesary shall be razed to
the ground and turned into parks, as
New York city is now constructing
small parks at street corners which
were once famous for their infamies.
The l'aimerwat• Mag.
But some otte again interrupts me:
"In these charges against the city ten-
ements, are you not slandering our la-
boeug classes? You surely do not com-
pare the American army of labor with
those wild, desperate crowds of fren-
zied men who, emerging froth the cel-
lars and foul haunts of Paris, started
on their famous journey to Versailles.
which ended In the death of Louis
X 'VI. and Marie Antoinette, the
haughty daughter of the Austrian war
queen. Maria Theresa? Do you charge
the laboring classes with tieing the
r.hysieal and spiritual menace of the
world?" Oh, no, nay brother. I am in
no way slandering the laboring dames.
I believe that some of the most cleanly
and moral and refined homes of the
world are found among the laborers as
well as among the capitalists. But this
Is what I do assert: The laboring Man
Is the uncrowned king of the American
ballot box. What he votes Is hie- . It
rests upon hls *boulders, to a great ex-
tent, how our cities and counties are
to he ruled. It rests with him whether
the sewers shall be clean, whether the
tenements shall be made sanitary and
not overcrowded, whether the million
immigrants who landed in the country
last year, some of whom COMP as the
nest degraded and ignorant of Euro-
pese inhabitants, shall be made to ob-
serve decencies, and whether sin itself
shall skulk and hide in the darkness.
How the laboring man speeds his even-
toes Is decided to a great extent by tbe
question whether the laboring man
Shall license sin arid let leering eyed
temptation stalk through our cities and
towns. Ilke the Indian juggernaut
Which crushed its victims at every turn
of the Wel Wheels
Molt ea Metre Illreatek.
Nut. ke lAIMMeit inch, ha* at* We in
*Ih 1w these 110,0 /Mt ibettlitietitil
we hIcee boom Aeetilistniiii How
liFsg** Is gel the ttsik MPIBI In0141Pal4
ike IhIflulIsh
11.1thalk 141 a acticcMI *IA wor*Illit
*o44 s googol ballot be; ta tire fur our
otippravacp amitil we tiltthistely or
aver triumph in these three great
tuotements fer tits purification of the
laborer's evenings? Not in our own
streugth, but is the strength of Jesus
Christ, we shall, and we can do every-
thing if we will only trust him and
work for hint.
One day, so goes the etory, an old
Scotch preacher arose and first gave
out as his text the following words
from Philippians De 13. -I can do all
things." Then he stopped. A look of
surprise went around the congregation,
for this minister was a humble man.
Sul after a pause the preacher said:
"Ah, I did not read the text aright. If
any man saes to at. can do aui
thing's' I know he is it liar. But If he
reads my whole text and says 'I can do
all things through Christ, which
atrengthenetb me,' then I say he tells
the truth. Christ is omnipotent. and
Christ will always give us his promised
aid." So, laboring men. I beg and
Mead with you to throw yourself upon
the divine strength. I plead with you,
by the power of Jesus Christ. to go
with me Into the battle of trying to
rave the lower as well as the temeally
higher clammier I plead with you to
help Solve the question how the la-
boring man shall spend his evenings
by appealing for help to a Saviour
who was once a laboring man. He was
Jesus, the carpenter. Ile was Jesus.
the worker for daily bread. lie was
Jesus, whom companions were fur tht
most part men of knotted muscles stud
evrarthy limbs and furrowed cheeks
and coarse hands He hi Jesus, who
I. ready to be your colaborer for the
emancipation of a sinful world Jestni,
who perhaps is your colaborer now.
iCeprrerbe IRS, by LiAtis Kiopech
• your 'flutters."you have ocelot:hes, tongr.e is coated, 'Dad breath, bowels con-
stipated, bad taste in thc ? It
not all of these symptoms,





containing no mineral or
narcotic pcsisons. It will corvIct
any or all symptoms, make your health,






W Winfree S. T. Knight
Willfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE
The seasau of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
5..,1 we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and wail ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
Come to see us if> eu want to sell, it costs yon. nothing if you fail.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 3 dwellings, one store house With
good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mad
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaci-
ty of 50 barrels of dour per day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
mill. About 4 miler from railroad and no other mill within four miles. A
splendid chance for Investment. Will sell at a barren.. (Mod reason for
selling.
A nice farm 0( 111 acres of land, Si) acres in dirtier,  good broom dwelling,
outhouseit, stahle, tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
farm.
A fine productive farm of 186 acres in one of the best neighborhoods
in Christian county, about five nines front Hopkinsville and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
ergo, stable, two good cabins, good cistern, floe orchard and about 20 acres
cn timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies very level and is
. very rich soil.
Produced last year 75 bii, corn per
tete. 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
o 1200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 226 acres of this farm in
red sloven
This place has a fine 10 room resi-
dence, large bares, good pond, 7 good
cisterns, ti tenant houses, plenty of
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
ery County, Tenn., 7 minims north of
Clarksville and 5 miles from nearest
staTtiistion.p
lace can be bought for only
$45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 mush and
balance on very easy terms, with
per cent. Interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within
8 miles of Hopkinsville, on good pub-
lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco
bare, stable, outbuildings and plenty
of timber and water. Desirable place
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 416 feet
front by 288 feet deep Hoteui with
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
ck.tern, stable and all necessary out-
buildinge. All in excellent repair.
Price and terms reasonable.
170 acres of land 44 miles north of
Mph Wont*, neat Madisonville road
on I,. & N, H. H., loll well and *a-
tt5trd, AdePteti tit Milt etilitit.i atid
gilt * 014111001,111 hit iii111:
ttir gariletilit elan iiht,ea.
314 all; Mil titt tilItI ir 613
WWI
tiltil 11101' it MI ti KIM
liphrir411)ter e 'SAVO 1111 111111 411
A aplendid farm of Mu acres on
turnpike road fih miles from Hop-
hisviller Now eight room dwelling
with three porches, well arranged
with hot and cold water, bath tub,
water closet, etc. 2 good se c: barns,
granary, cabins, &c., with windmill,
branch of never failing water through
the fame All undergood wire fence
and in a high state of cultivation end
in excellent neighborhood. A model
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
A beautiful home; two stoty brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath
room with bath fixtures and all mod.
ern conveniences; everything new
And itt excellent repair; houee piped
for water and gas, and wired for
electricity; good cellar, cistern, ate-
bie anti all other neceseary outbuild-
hire; nice shade trees. This proper-
ty will be sold at a bargain.
We have the following Florid!'
lands that we will sell at low price
or exchange for farming land in this
section: 381 acre& in Paseo county,
120 acres in Pasco county, 2110 Hetes
in Hernando county 100 aeree iii
11 county. One of the above
tract,. is heavily timbered with the
thirst. yelloW pine,' and another is.
tenberel vith the pine from
which they twilit turpentine. For
further description, ete., see us.
One of the Most desirable houstes
in the city for boarding house; Ceti-
trally located, eonvenient to busi-
ness arid (tellies within one square
of Main St.
(;,,oit farm of 180 acres, 2 mile,'
from Beunetstown Ky. Good house
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame eta-
2Sx30 feet.,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
and on good road.
flo roil 1 no ti, lit- 141 ION IF01114k
ore,* 0 tint et. sty se ro e
' Farm of 408 acres of fine land in 1-4
mile of mill, poet office and church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
tobacco borne, 90 acres fine timber,
good orchard. Farm in good condi-
tion and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
(food farm 228 acres out Nasireille
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and
8 miles from Pembrol:e, good two-
story brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good
welf, 2 large new barns, stables and
mranary. This far will be sold at a
ow price and on easy terms.
i Large two-story house and two
acres of ground fronting on first
street and running back to the river,
, Good residence on corner of Main
' lied 1st streets, fronting 80 feet on
' Main by MO feet deep. House has six
• rooms, good cistern, stable and ne-
cessary out-buildings. For sale.
Macros of fine land just outside
toll-gate on Palmyra road** per sere
I A nice cottage on 4th St.,four
' rooms anti kitchen, porch, good out-
houses and cistern. price $990.
1 Two good residence lots on Main
'St. in Hopkineville, well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low Wee
i Elegant lot 110x200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
11 porches. cistern outbuildings, shade
1 An elegant farm of 116 scree of
:nod lin:: _ ttirep:chill'rolti.riko$18,400-In. Not h
I rid, on leavi chile road. iti Oil. oftil
I k tliitlain etili PHItilit hi Onattitgei.,
I I 1 1111htli Er "hiltrif1litil II lift Iiit4
I kiiillill totlitHit ll'Fil41 0411,..iliill altifilfilj
V lira, ell Ilia, 'pi iki 01100, WOR
sia i tie Ole 114 104001 ire MOM,
, 1041elle 1111W Wire 1011110,11 OP yogng
' atonal* give*, rfSalp-herriee mai
: etrowoorroos,plpory or water, very,
desirable, will he sold cheap and ou




of deeirable farming land
tnery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly 10 miles from Howell.
!Ky. price $6.00 per acre.
i Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh-












o stories, 8 rooms, new and
nod outside the city limits on one of
ithotlobl7rOt tics ti.rreee8sti, ti. six room cottage and
enee at Casky, Ky,
two room office in yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large etable anti carriage house and
all ueeeesary out buildings; splendid
sbeal di, 
egood 
and et ir,,at f uit n itrees, Splendidi convenientl eN e r   wic a fa lingde
not, school and church; 6 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
thAe tee -lomielegadinst
ion for a doctor.
thin: rein. of 124 acres on
Cox Mill Road 4 Miles from Hopkiu-
eville; w,•Il improved, good dwell-
ing, t; rod ms. stahlee, granary, cure
and all tieceseary out houses; Bret
class land in fine condition.
Valuable store room uti Main
street. One of the best business loca




and Broad streets. 7 rooms
ininertroidetniaceb,le6tr000rnnilss.,
stable, il
building's, cistern, etc. Cheap and
Y u corner of Brown
(m -
, goodout-
age houee and all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Tao
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
- tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this









oeurernipea zpldeld not disturb the dream, et,
lieTehnfs ,caodnovi:netdionbYinthlemiuriteg'41b-le
last July is without doubt the most com-
plete eombination of hypocrisy, fraud and
ntisrepresentation ever pot together. It
is •r, insult to intelligent*. a contemned
nen of troth. anti e libel mom terry
siiblect with which it purports to dealSounds the Keynote it- has never been equaled In brazen ef-
erontery gine the republitan conventicoi
• three year, ego deliberatelt. indorsed et
S. Taylor. Mom he had been helloed fm.
treeder anti igricaminiousty fled from the
male, for his "patriotic anti resolute
eouree." 'The republican convention lam
Mir cheered Yociferously the nem* of the
mime Taylur whose engagements in in-
Mane tild not permit hie attendance at a
convention In Kentucky. Had Mecum -
stemma allowed him to be present. the
ovetion aceorded him would have exteed
ad every ether' demonstration in that con-
vention. They yearnen to see him that
they might pay tribute to the mau eche
was the arch-consptrator in the assayel-
nation of Wm. (Itiebel and the eowardly
!murderer who will not face a Kentucky
jury on a trial of hie guilt. This wile tile
some only ention which honored ine
through its resolution and its speakers
by denouncing me and my atintinistration
I glory in its rondeninatien. I rejoice that
Moe who apolaud amasser% tome no
emir.. for me If anything ha* leappened
.11 a brief career wheel should entitle nir
tome in honorable mention to posterity
it is the- faet that thls eunvention con-
ferred mem me the coveted distinction of
as miserable eeteure. My pride is exalt-
el Salem I think that my conduct in Min
Mei life hoe met with their cordial die -
'Perot al. ale administration of the af-
fair'. of state Is tommended for all tine-
'. ome by the denunciation of theme who
exulted in (Ice-bele death and who lose
to Pay hommte to his murderer:. M:
position in the et-inflate-vice and affection
•if the good people of Ketitutey ammo-
se long as ton rneett the condemnation
ef 'tech a cenvention as this
Men who believe in murder as a ',Me-
lee' neceeeity have ne right io criticise
the ections or concim t of their oPtionertrio
eel ere entitled to no credit or etmaider-
salon from honest people.
In their platform they -say they are tip-
roped to "asaassination whether in stem
via or Kentucky." We hope they are
sincere ill Wha they say about Servile,
for we know they are tiot about Ken-
tucky. It depends entirely upon the ques-
tion bill tO what µlimy the murdered king
of Serve. belonged; if he was a repub-
lican. they mean what they sem but if
he was a dernorritt. then they are no
more Pincer.- than they are in what they'
stay ebcert Kentucky. The republican
lenders of Kentmay should remove to
Belgrade. witere they would find a more
congental climate for the use of their
improved methods of political warfare.
The tiresent king of that country would
probably vont them the same immunity
/oar. reghisilicia as the preeent governor
o ;foliates Moo It le mete certain that
.f the king should find his throne in
imager from the Moine, .0 surne rival. h..
•ouiei borrow a Merlin rifle from some
pr.-entreat republican federal officeholder
In Kentucky. who would cheerfully lend
It. on accpunt of the increased value of
the gun after the deadly work had been
aecomnletted. The man whu wrote thut
platform about aseassinatitin in Sends
might be minsidered humortst if the
subject was nnt an ghastly. His cruel
nature. as he penned those lines. was fell
of delight when he indulged in much mock-
my, end saw in his mind's eye the form
of Kentucky'. governor. amuck with the
assesein's bullet •nd writhing in agoity
on the state houee pavement. And yet
these are the mottle who denounce me!
This Is the platform which say. my ad-
ministration has been bad! In my fond-
est dreams of popular favor I never ex-
cted sorb a complete triumph and vet-
['eaten, AP this. Mr. Belknap. the nom-
inee of that convention. may lay the tint-
tering unction to his aoul that he was
thee moat henored man by the convention
I dispute the claim with him, •nd assert
that I above es ery other man carried off
the honors of that aseemblage. For,
while he received the nomination for
governor, I was the chief otoect of their
attacks and my brow was adorned with
the ettaplet wreath of their enviable
abuse. No crusader of old. when he knelt
before his sovereign to receive the order
of knighthood in recognition of his cour-
age •nd valiancy, ever felt prouder than
did I when that remarkable convention








The Follow* ts the Text el °overuse
Beckham's Dimming Speech at Who
chester on Saturday.
weiconoe the opportunity which this
occasion presents. and I rejoice that the
time Is at hand fur the democratic party.
with its ranks united and enthusiastic, to
enter te campaign before the people of
Kentucky tor the election ot their state
officers next .Nuy ember.
On out part. I intend that the contest
shall be an estimate,. not a defensive.
one. thnt the templet shall be thoroughly
acquainted with the lemma involved, and
that in the full light of public view the
deinueratte party, willingly, and the re-
publican party unwillinsly, must stand
upon their reepective records, and let the
people Judge between them This is the
policy which we seek, which we demand,
•nd we intend to drag our reluctant ael-
versaries Mum the dark recesses of a
"gum-atuse campaign" and make them
light us. If they will, In the open light of
dny. While they !Went to have detente',
ei upon a toilet and imeret campaign. re-
lying upop the power of a big corruption
fund and hoping that the democrats may
be lulled into e sense of over-contidenes.
we at• ietermined to compel them to
stand up. and assume entire responsibility
for the evil record they have made in
this state.
We have nothing to conceal, we Ifillte
a full and fair investigatien of our rec-
ord. and we gladly go before the pet/sa-
lmon that record, believing implicitly- tn
the sineerity or our purpose and in the
rehteousnese of our cause. We know
the people of Kentutity. their love
honesty and courage. their hatred of
Mandl and decertiun. and with that knnwl-
edge we begin this oompaign with nu
misgivings aa to the result. Demmeet•
need only do their full duty and the vie
tory is won. Kentucky IS a deneamatle
state and (Mends to be governed by the
democratic party. We seek to win by up-
holding the fair name of the state.; the
republican party tiles to succeed by
slandering it and making its name a by-
word of reproach throughout the land.
We strive to maintain peace and pros-
perity and to enforce the laws vigorous-
ly and Impartially. they would rather
that such conditions would not exist. If
they could get any spurious campaign
material out of the state's distress. I
spenk not of the great mass of the re-
publican people in Kentucky. who. I be-
lieve. love la% and order, and want to
seo the state prosper. I know • large
number ot excellent republican citizens
in Kentucky. and it Is far from me to
utter a harsh or unjust criticism about
them, bet I speak of those who dominate
their conventions, write their platforms,
and onminate their candidates. What
shall say hereafter shall be directed at
this clam. and I purpom before finishing
to show to what depths of crime and in-
ferny some of them will go in their des-
perate greed for offier and power.
There are nine state offices to be filled
by election in November. The republican
candidate% for those office. were nomi-
nated last July in Louisville in a con-
vention which was characterized bY some
republican leader. at. the mole corrupt
and Pintail. convention ever held. It was
said that nothing could be done by thi•
delegates, • very large number of whom
enjoyed lucrative positions in the federal
verve's& until there was some oracular
utterances of the wishes of the national
administration at Watahington. The pow-
er of the federal machine prevailed. and
their ticket was nominated.
The democratic mire,. for the first tirr.e
in the history of the state, in its tiepin,
to get as close to the people as poselble.
held a state primary on the Mh of last
May •nd nominated Its ticket. Thar
primary. although an experiment. woe
most successful In •11 le features. No
lees than one hundred and fifteen thou-
sand democrats voted in it, and It is
safe to say that. although there was no
contest for the office of governor. and
it was a very busy season of the year.
more than twtce Many democrat, took
part in it than ever before took part In
their nominations for state offices by the
'reinvention system. Each secretion:I can-
didate won by awls a large majority and
the conduct of the primary was etieh
that there celled be not the slightest ere-
teem aa to the fairness and Impartiality
of the election. Ow the ticket with me
were nominated eight- honorable men.
who are worthy of the democracy of Ken-
tucky, men of excellent character and
capacity, and deserving in every reepeet
of the support of the good people of the
commonwealth.
The people of Kentucky must choose
betsteen these twn tickets and decide
which one shall ariminister stat• affairs
for the next four years. The issues are
clearly drawn; the principles arid policies
of the two parties are thoroughly under-
stood: each of them has been tried and
tested by the experience ot the last eight
yeare. and there Is not an Intelligent
voter in the state who sloes not under-
steed the difference between the two
parties and what earn me represents.
The democratic party stands pre-eminent-
ly for law aed order. for peace and pros-
perity. It promee. •nd gives •n honeet
ants capable administration of stat• af-
fair.. It believes in the rigid enforce-
ment of the law against all ertmlnal.
gerelses of political or other considera-
tions. It is against the assassination of
a renutabran in Breathitt county just as
mueh as tt is •gainst the amaesinatton
ef a democrat in Franklin county. Its
conventions or assemblages have never
indorsed or cheered the name of those
who are guilty of murder and who are
afraid to stand trial for their
It hes never through it. leaders or its
tiewapapers sought tn take up eubserip-
lions to defend those whose only claim
for help is that they murdered the lesder
of the opposite parte. Without fear or
favor it has stood for equal and eitart
Merit* to rail. It seeks to build up Ken
tueity. not to defame her: to open up and
develop her vast natural resources, to
etterfurage industry, education. and eti-
mancoment. to show the world that mit
state is not a laggard in the commerrial
pro sssss the age, and to prove that
lite, liberty and property are se safe here
as anywhere elm on earth It believea
that It is the duty of the government to
protect the poor as well as the rleh,
guard as jealously the interests of labor
As Wril 1119, of eapital. and to preserve
between them those just and equitable
conditions which bring content and satis-
faction to berth It believes in the pru-
dent anti careful management of th•
fiscal affairs of the state. and In the die
:gene and peraeverenee of its state °in-
mate in the collection of all Maims due
the state and the prompt application of
such collections ln the payment of the
state's debts. The demortratic party of
Kentucky preaches the gospel of peace
and tolerance, not of strife and hatred,
and tree to the eternal principles of its
great founders. it unfurl. to the breeze
the white banner of brotherly love, upon
whose folds are Inscribed In letters which
can be read from the mountains to the •
Mississippi, —United We Stand. Dividerl
We Fall." There shall be no sectionalism
if Kentucky, but the good people of the
Mountains, of the Blue Grass, of the
Pennyrile, and of the Purchase, united
as one under democratic rule. shall place
our state, where she properly belongs.
In the front rank of the commonwealths
of the union.
Mistier that banner we shall march to
certain victory, and restore to Kentucky
that era of good feeling and contentment
which existed here before the republicar
party, with its manse and vindiotlyeness
became a factor In the politica of the
state, and whets the alightatare of lite Ink
Now. let us look at that libelous doc-
ument whieh they have put forth •s
their platform of "principlern"
With a recklem tharegard for truth it
are. e. general broadside abet at the pres-
ent derive-rein mimittistratIon. and it
would have the people believe that we
ere es bad. if poestible. a* the republican
nrgenization In this state. ft denotinees
what it is pleased to term the "odious
democratic machine° now in control re
Kentneky. This. must have been intended
se a little piece of pleasantry to relitme
somewhat the monotony of the occasion.
for it hi mild that when this humortete
part of the platform about political ma-
+Ines was reed a broad smile swept over
the fame of all the delegatm eveept
there who were for Judge Pratt et- Mr
WilMon. for these latter delegates were
not in a frame of mind just then to fully
appreciate a juke nf that kind. The Meet
of teat ronvention denouncing a "ma
dterted was a bit of witticisrd most Coo
infahle te be enjoyed by these gentlemen.
ft le Indeed very gratifying to rne that
the republicans hare seen fit to attaek
the present dernoorktic administration
and thereby bring prominently before the
people the work •nd actions of this ad-
ministratior, for I am coniinced that the
more dectisslon and investigation we
have upon this subject, •nd the better
:he people understend it. the more ere,-
'table it will be tn us, arid we will be
certainly indorsed at the pole. I do not
want tn appear boastful or to assume
mer credit to which 1 arn not entitle-I.
hie I car, say and prove beyond success-
ful rontradiction that the administration
uf affairs. given by the preseet demo-
crate. "theists for over three. and a half
yeerie will compare favorably with any
other administration in the history of the
state. an. ernecially se with the lam
repair-Mean administration of four years.
The financial affairs of Kentucky are
now In the best condition ever known
in the mate. When the present adminis-
tration came into power in February.
Me. the debt of the state was $1.1100.41,,,
31,1 ffith.000. or one-helf of that debt. wa•
crested in egnedurine the republican ad-
ministration In the last Mx months we
Move pelt off that debt before its ma-
orrity with the exception tit &awe reel
the only reason we have not paid that is
because we have not yet been able
have those thirty-six bond• presented for
payment. We have the money to tiny
them with. and we hope by the first of
the year to do so. The state is. therefore.
practitally out of debt—a distint•tlon
which is enjoyed by only three other
states lu the union. One-half of the debt
would have been due in 1906. the other
half in Leffl. It has been paid out of POT.'
of the money cellocted by this adminia-
tration from the national government of,
the civil war Malmo
These bonds were all bought at the
most advantageous rates for the •tate—
anti at prices which earned for the state
a better investment than our money does
when placed at the regular interest in
the stat• depositories. During the lam
three years of the republican administre-
tion they had the higheet tax rate we
have ever paid, except in one instance
many years ago, when it was the same,
In addition to their theibling the debt el
the st•te. In 1107 they relate, the rate of
taxation from 421/1 cents to SMe cents on
the une hundred dollen.. but they oh,
eider! in the law that at the end of three
years this tax rate should fall 5 cents. or
be rednced from 52 1..O to Mes. This reduo-
eon therefore was timed not to take ef-
fect until the beginning of the next ad-
ministration. It h•ppetied consequently
that la-heil we came into power in 1101,
this reduction began, and the first two
years ut our adminetration we had to
run en a Mie rent tete instead of a 5.M2
tent rate, which our republican pretlecrs-
sors had enjoyed. This reduction made a
difference in our revenue the first yea!
,if 1346,347.M. and the second year
tie(d) of reil.6111 90. all of which would
have been added to the revenues If we
had been running at the republican rate
ot dee cents This falling off in the re, -
enure at that time made It difficult for us
to meet the necessary expenses. The
renews and riotous ',edict of the repute.
aeon regime under 'taller left us the
legacy of many extraordinary expenees.
and a disordered eondition of the state'•
finances. The general assembly ot 1902,
therefore, found it necessary te inorease
the tax rate to 60 tents on the hundred
dellars until the [local agates Memel get
in a rieetod modeler. again. That is the
present rate, but 1 aru happy to say, that
by meteor: of the prudence economy and
business-like management of the demo-
eratic state offtcials it will le possible for
t he general iassembly nexe winter to
either materially reduce the present rate.
or Yu Do epportion it in the interest of the
school fend that thereafter it will be pos-
sible. without additional taiustion, To giVe
omen months' public school term in-
stead of a five months' term, as now.
This I belleye would be a wise melte*.
arid it is made possible by the Mienciel
management of the present democratic
state officials And yet Mr. Belknap talks
/bout giving the state a "businese" •d-
mtristration. But we shall pay our re-
spect• to him on that subject later on.
with all our debts and taints pan', there
will be in the state treasury On the lei
of next January nearly Slelnemile. The
largest showing ever before made In the
mate. There Is a state In the union
whose fiscal affairs Oall make a bet ter
showing them o irs. Still Mr Belknap
says you ought to has• It change. What
will the people say? I think I know th•
Ketnucky people too well to be uneasy
about their yerdict.
In addition to this excellent tintancial
showing it can •Iso be proven that the
present adminIstratien has done more to
improye anti enlarge the public inetitu-
eons of the state than any other admin-
istration ever did. We have anent much
money in heeded linprovementa in all the
heritable Institutions, the state college,
the •tate normul stelae' tor colored pee-
ple. the deaf and dumb institute, and th•
tat, penitentiaries. All of these
•re in it better condition now than
ever before. Thr two prisons, lammed of
being it great drain upon the revenues of
the state, as they used to be under the
old inanagement. are now under the busi-
ness-like etintrol of democratic officials
.elf-aupporting, and am informed by the
commissioners that this year they will
pay a small revenue tu the st•te 'tetrad
of toeing a tax upon it. as was the case
before the present system was adopted.
let us make mitimerieiti mein this ouee-
tine of prison management and see tam
difference between the republican and the
dernoct &tic administrations. During the
years of Mee. 1M7 and IMO. in Gov. entai-
lers administration. to run the two pre-
OTIS COS( the state 11gM,71.7.01. During the
years 1901, OM and 1903. under this admin-
istration. they have cost the etate only
M2.763.64. This makes • saving or the
state itt the three years setesel
These dgures speak for themselves. Sev-
eral of the eharitable institutions of the
state have been so administered that they
have beer, abe out of their allowances
uuder the l•w to save etieugh to buy con-
siderable additional land .ur their insti-
tutions and to make other valuable Im-
provementamall out of their per capita
allowance Much political capital has
been sought to be made out of the man-
agement of some of these Institutions.
but I can say and prove that never be-
fore were they netre mircessfully or cap-
&ably managed than they have been dur-
ing the last throe years. There was Dome
trouble at the Hoplatimille asylum over
two years age 1 made a need careful
investigation ot It and concluded that th•
superintendent was resposelble tor it.
promptly reboved him lurid put another
man in alace. Since then there has
been no trouble there. Last spring a big
eensatIon was attempted to be made out
of sone charges of cruelty to petients
the Lakelend asylum, and an effort made
to hold me directly accountable for them
beeause I had appointed the head °Metals
of that institutiou. An investigation was
made by t he board of commissioners,
and Alec by myself in person and by my
representattve. I found that in two cases
attendant* had used unnecessary force in
dealing with patients, .and when tliScot
ered the two ettendant• were promptly
discharged. 'rhe prineipal charges made
imainst t he official, there. and about
whose testimony so much was said by
the hostile press, were made by two con-
vict patients, George Portwood anti
Mary .Noble, and to glye some idea of the
character of this testimony I will tell
who they' arr. Portwood several years
ago killed a man in Lexington, and upon
trial was sentenced to be hanged. Gov.
Bradley commuted his sentence to lite
imprisonment. He made application to
me tor a full pareon. It was refusee.
lie feigned Musette' and was tried ott
that question last *Meer. The jury was
decelied and authorised his transfer to
the asylum. He was taken to Lakeland.
but the doctors there quickly discovered
his purpose, and that was to escape.
Thiry took extra precautions with
and preyented his doing so. He was
therefore offended at them for not letting
him get &was. and at me because I Mit
not pardon him. He was trying to "get
ey en' in his teatimory . lit has been
transferred back to the prison where he
properly belongs The other witness.
Mary Noble, was transferred from the
yilson to the asylum She, too, had to be,
closely watched. She was not insane.
Her prison term expired while she was at
the asylum and she was released. Sin •e
then she has been arrested upon a charge
ot housebreaking. and is uow in the
Louisville jail Such is t he testimony
upon which the republicans rely about
the merriole state of affairs.' at the ROY-
loin. There are about 1.360 petents
the institution, the population of a MIA-
clam town. It is impounds that in such
a large institution there should not be an
octamonai mishap or wrong, but there
hav• Men remarkably few there during
this administratiou, tor the supreme...,
sot and his aesistant• are men of the
kindest hearts and are as watchful anti
careful of the comfort of these unfortu-
nate beings as It is possible to be. If 1
had had the slightest reeson to believe
that tiny one of them had been guilty of
the least treaty or negitgence emmi
have beer. promptly removed. No one
visits that Institution who is not im-
pressed- with it• splendid management
and the excellent care taken of the In-
mates. But the republicare are exeeed-
ingly hard up for campaign material, and
are grasping at straws in their desperate
efforts. Howev•r, If th«y are anxiou• to
make an issue of the management of
state tnstitution• I will cheerfully occom-
modat• them and compare this adminis-
tration with the republican administra-
tion. with its troubtes th• toming m
asylum, the Feeble Minded institute, the
prisons and other places. I have noth-
ing to conceal and %souk' be prduti of the
comparison. The present admintstratiun
has establehed one additional public
institution, and that is the Horne for the
Aged and infirm Confederate Soldiers at
Pewee Valley. where the old veterans or
the Confederacy who draw no pensions
from the government can be well cared
for and looked after in their old age.
We have also passed • law giving ma-
terial assistance to the Children's Home.
uric of the must praiseworthy charities
in the state. where little orphans and
waifs are gathered, and trained and pro-
vided with good homes Such charities
as these appeal to the sentiments of all
good people
This same Republican platform under-
takes to criticise me tor what it term•
my abuse of the pardoning power. Again
they have perfurmed a great service for
me for it cells forth au examination of
my record and a comparison with the
records of some vt my predecemors.
These records have been very carefully
examined, they are open to the public.
and I am very proud of the showing
which they make I shall give the SID,-
cedes from the reeoree of tioy. eirowe.
Gov. Bradley and my own. In doing so
,here is not the slightest desire or inten-
tion 'mon my part to reflect upun or
miticise the actions ot these two distin-
guished governors: ter belley• rt.,
they acted conscientiously in them mat-
ters aud did what they thought was
right. But asi the question has beet.
brought up, •rid an unlimited number of
misrepresentations and falsehoods have
been eirettlated about my pardon record,
ond at eftert made to create the impres-
s:en that I hay, used the power eaves-
-eery. 1 ITV:, Make 4•oniparisc4is /111141 1,1
h•• oomph. see little truth titer• is In
et...! has been said and published Th•
...sure ShOISY1 by tee execute e journals
ded nu. prison redbirds reveal the fact
that I leave exerteed emecutive clemency
far Item than either ot these two prose-
...mm.1re aid that with prison population
rensidered, my iortontage of gardens
wili eompare fay orably with any other
t hurt executive The mendacity of cer-
tete republican riewspapers about these
'minters As well as others in the last few
month'. has never been equaled. The
republican organ •t edited and
run by a gang of profseelonal and dis-
mputable blackmailers, has tried to se*
tiow teeny falsehood* It mould publish
obout these pardons, and never snakes a
Morection Th•y hays published libels,
they hav• faillIned records, as •videtioed
by ata afSdav't from one ot their own
employes and they have not hesitated
eay elfeeepresentedien. Tkeof herrn lib
numerous inatancee wilfully published
staternents which they knew to be false.
and by Miele renresentatives have admit-
. ed them to be so. They give am their
mossen that ' It Is polities.° and that is
tbout as high • conception aa they have
at any moral principle. Of course, so
foul a sheet as this Is not ‘leserving of
this much notice, but as M. claims to be
th• republic-an organ of the state, and
MOMS to speak for that ticket, I take
:his to-easier' to tall attention to its In-
famous testicle' end methods. Now let
JS see what th• records sheer for facts
snd figures are sufficient to overcome
falsehoods. I have been in office a little
aver three years and metre months,
which is about tiv• months less than a,
full term. I have therefore served al-
most as long as each on• of my two
predecessors. The exeeutive journals'
show that in felony cases before mid.
after trial altogether, Our. Brown ho-
med 4d2 pardons. GOY. ktradley Gt. and
60V. Beckbens dle. The books of the
warden• of the two prisons show that
there ha., been released front those
prisons the following number of convicts:
By Gov. Brown 142, by Oov. Bradley 34s,
by Gov. Beckhazu 113 In cases of mum
ler where the prisoner was serving a
;ifs setnence in the prison. Gov Brown
pardoned NI. GOV. Bradley M. Gov. Beck-
ham 11 Gov. 13rown also pardoned six
otter lit• convicts, two of them for rape,
and four serving a life sentenee for a
:bird conviction GOt' Brodie) ..•1.1 le
sued no pardons in such Instances Tay-
lor In his brief service issued pardono in
IS felony tale& eacluding those whom he
thought to be suspected of intirderiug
Mov. Goebel If I should serve out the
next term of four years in addition 14
what I hese served in this term, 1 will
have been in office eight Years lacking
nearly two months. aid If 1 keep up the
sane rate of pardons that 1 hay, hereto-
fore followed, will not have pardoned
in all that time of nearly eielit years as
many cases &I 00th W... so these two
predecessors did hi tour yeara term.
I have gone into these atatietics nut to
criticise these two gentlernem both of
them tnen of experlenee and distinguish-
ed •bility, but simp v to show that I
have not abused this greet power and
responsibility 1.,••••• .41
my hands I degire a full puhlicarien of
the records in these matters which will
erify the Memos 1 have used. These
figures clearly show that have not been
in the least reticles. in the use of the
pardoning poem, and show to some ex-
tent how unjust have been the attacks
upon me about it. In the Raleigh case.
&bout whtch so much has been said, •nd
•bout wheel there has been so much
falsehoed. the circuit judge. prosecuting
attorneys. the father of the girl whu
was killed, and a large number of MI-
clals and good Mesons •trongly recom-
mended the pardon My enemies have
gone so far a• to wilfully fabricate a
story in order td relieet mein
Raleigh tired upon this girl while she
eas teeing from him after he had
properly atmosted her. There never was
a shadow of truth in this story. end a
baser falsehood was never uttered. The
father tbe girl would never have ask-
ed for the pardon if such had been true.
The late ..T. B. Marcum wrote a strong
letter In the care asking for the pardon.
aid stated that he did not belley• that
Raleigh bad fired the, shot which killed
the girt His statement certainly re-
lieves the rase of aro ponticsi einoring
I merely cite thts as an illustration of
the miserable character of the fight en
me Like all governors, in some few
cases I m•e have been imposed upon
and made Mistakee, but I have never Is-
sued a pardon for a politest purpose. of
where 1 did not conscientiously bellese It
to be right and Just to do so. The par-
doning {power should be most carefully
used, asid I have tried the best I could
to so use It, but a governor must have- a
Mean of stone to resist ail the pathetic
appeals from mothers,. wives and enil-
dren for the release of a son, a husband,
or a father It is an awful responsibil-
ity arid a trying ordeal that every gov-
ernor of Kent tieky must undergo. In
most ot the case% where I have Issued
pardons. circuit edges pamsecuting et-
torney.. Jere.. mete ionnereti7 onic's
and citizens have asked fer the pardons_
My record ill all therm matters is open -to
the inspection of every one, and there
has hardly been a day in the last few
months that mere representeove •
e,n..ermyle:pp,birt unnuit, 3,beeh.an intwt.h:
fur examination. and they have been un-
able to make any- capital out of it, ex-
cept by misrepresent•tion and ['deifica-
tion of the recorole The republicans
have sought to make Touch political cap-
ital out of the resent trouble, la Breath-
itt county. and with emir usual btu:Met-
ing characterization• they have •ttempt-
ed to make it sos issuer in the campaign
I accept the challenge upon that, or
upon any other issue that may •ult therm
They can have thee- choice upon any one
or upon •II. and we shell cheerfully meet
them upon any subesset they may choose.
The only quotation upon which we
draw the line •rel refuse te meet them
Is upon the mementoes problem of Sem
Man politics We must admit that they
have a monopoly there, •nd that we are
really afraid to discuss with them the
•wful condition of affairs in that be-
nighted country on the other side of the
globe. We sincerely hope that they will
carry Servia in this eleetioti as • com-
pensation for their Inseam in Kentucky.
mid we are willing to go so far as to
stye them a letter of rectommendation to
the Sem-Sans as a sultabl• crowd to run
that government and keep things Inter-
esting by their superb marksmanship
and their ability to change dynasties at
the crack of a ride. We would even use
our tratioemo• with the people over there
to induce them le !meet some of our
republican !midges with tbe noble suf-
fix "Vet h.' Thiuk of el In a country
where proud sovereigns usually trace
their royal lineage beck to some ances-
tral shotgun or dagger, what a mairtilti-
cent ruler would be a Tayloreitch or a
lielknapvitcb: Hut we moat give up this
foreign territory to them and ask them
to take up with us the Breathitt county
situation. about which w• feel better able
to meet them. That theca has been
troubl• le that eounty, nobody denies;
that there have been gross exaggeration•
and misrepresentations about the condi-
tion there for political purposes. ey ery-
body know•: and that the democratic
officials in the state have done eyery-
thing in their power to put an end to
these troubles. no One now (14sp4,,es .4 as
not the Arm time we have had them
feudal troubles iVithin the life of the
present generation there hav• been just
as serious feudal troubles, even more so
other (menthe of the state. as this
trouble le Breathitt. Tim troubles in
Perry, in Liss, and in other counties.
where state troops had to be met, wefts
eten more desperate thee this The rea-
son there has been tso much said about
this one ix because there is • state care-
paten on and the republicen party politi-
cally bankrupt in Kentucky, is hopeless-
ly tryinm to munefacture some issue
upon which it cart go before the people
This trodble ham been purely local and
not half so serious es the feudal out-
break in Clay county during the last ad-
ministrative Many proms 1.110%, for.
gotten •bcolt that 'Imply because
there happened! t I) br no political ex-
igency calling for its enrolee uou• ref
vertigo/tient The republican press has
hesitated at no falsehood in its mad ef-
fort to make somethIng out of that alt-
uatIon They charge° that I had par-
doned twenty-seven felons from [let
county out of the penitentiary. wheu the
prison records show only neven. and one
other Mall was pardoned before he wae
sent to the prison They circulated the
report over the state that I had pardon-
ed Mures Jett eight Ames, when as a
matter of fact Ile was pardoned °roe
long before I knew anything about him
for part of a jail mentenee en a natede-
nuenor charge. And J. B. Marcum wee
the chief petitioner fur the pardon. Stich
contemptible misstatements would de-
serve no notice except for the fact that
they have been circolated broadcast over
the state, and many people have never
seen any terrecrion of them A abort
ettteMellt of the facts foyers tile situa-
tion there. The trouble reached the
ernes last May when Mt Mart•uni wes
assaselnated by sorneetie from trye cue,
honer dour It was a cruel murder and
I promptly took teem step In rny
clat power tu ham• the asamon. 4,1' +tans. -4
Sill. brought t• trial. The demecratic
officials, both state arid district, went
vigorously to wore to investigate the
trouble and to punish the minty parties
A prompt trial was had in Breathitt
county, and a hum( iury reedited. Klemm
of the jury wete In fa.or of hanging
Jett. but the ',publican member Inset ed
upon Mingles the jury rim ..ases were
transferred tc Herrero: county. where. .1
trial was recently held. Ard the jury con-
victed buth Jett and Blue and gave
them a life *entente- in Mt, deurientlary.
All of the happened. l414r' la. trial.
end the conviethin, iv teem tome he from
the tines of the imaesituttlysti. one yet it
ties been over three toil :a hoe years
since Weller's Goebel was lotit•Ilrcd. and
hey 011e man of all them- who me:spired
to Mate him has received hie pun-
.shment. the republemns,1144•. 1
the same desire to ',mesh his lirSinnilns
' that the demoarate did to pumsh Mar-
Yern's assassins then both mimes would
maw be avenged. The trouble. in ereatn-
tt mem now to be at ati end. and I M-
otive there will be no further outbreak
n that county. I have mem mot
that I could to relieve the situatant
there, and to s. th,it the law shonet
rigidly' and impartially enforced. It was
a dine elm that eould not be settled in is
lay, bet It is a matter of fact Mat no
other feudal trouble in heemeey •
ever suppressed and ended in so short
• time St•te troops hate imen toien
here. •nd their serk-ICr has ittew irilleil
peid in :dome.' peace and eatabliehing
• thorouge respect for the law. It hos
hero hard to eitleiraw them or 'melee
their numbers. bemause the goed
there have been so impressed with them
valuslee servies prreerVilla itiO. peat',
that they hay e Mimi much u puled le
the soldiers leaving. But Met fore* Is
now educed to about S torn, ,and •
short while they ean be- taken awsim
I ha, oleos.; beim more them tee ..-
NI about tailing the Minters power
into actiee eeryice. erd hey.. emy
101,* so in my administrative in shout
-11 1111.1011, erl, anti fil,h 'as. 4. 41'
have 'always fulfilled the pitrisisi• I- •
WhICh they were called, and 11U
:11.3lia y has eVer resullit4i nmt. I
service except the kilned of one cowl 1
hay always acted in fetich matters ceder
the conetitutional provision that the mil-
itary power shall always be in stem
subordinstion to the dye authorities.
Now that the reputelean platfornt Ilan
raised the issue of pardons and the
nreathitt comity affair, I dement' that
my opponent, Mr. Beikrum. face that is-
sue as do. ham. always been [reek
mid honest with the people of Kentucky
11, every way, and liaVe tnmI•
them e promise that 1 did not fuhill. 1
Meat them to understand my iseltion
about three matters fully, anti I have no
desire to conceal that position whatever.
I do not believe in prejudging a ease that
may come Were me but I
have earefelly mlitieed dci•
and closely watched the proceedings In
the care of the two men. Jett end White,
at Ilynthlana. I feel that I am m •
qualutel etch the facts, anti e teeleme. es
did that jury, that they were gully ef
t he elation ef Marmite, turd tan
say to the motile that f will never per-
don them ot Met rime. eveu though
Marcum was a republieun leader in his
/section Will Mr. Belknap be as frank
about what he would do in the case et
three who naurdered tioebel7 No glit-
tering generalities about peeing the
guilty punished will de lie must he sr.—
eine and direct, as I am. 'He knowe
uught to know, the truth about that
 situatiun.
The evtdencee has been before the pub-
lic for a long time and the history of
that crime Is familiar to all. It was the
most fiendish arid truel murder In the
history of Kentucky it was the re-
sult ot a deliberate plot and conepiracy.
The democratic leader of the state. anti
the roan who had been honestly elected
governor, wall 'civilly snot down by AU
coneealed thr e/L0::UtiVe
leg of the state and under the protm--
.tr the usurping republican governor,
whore Mr Belkharda matte...n[10n cheered
and indorsed No man has ever yet been
hangeJ for that infamous crime. (inn-
ate hart ever donned the stripes for his
part in it. Mato. of the guilty are now
!crown: all them may never be known.
I would nut preetrige this case either.
but every intelligent ritizen of Kentlieky
Is farnIltar with the facts. I ask Mr.
lesikeap. the outraged people of Ken-
tueky Ask him. the shade of the mur-
dered Goebel asks him. do you intend,
If elected governor. to pardon Howard.
Pewere. or others implicated In that con-
epee, yd Woeld you, if so fortunate as
to win the race. eier try by requisition.
a• I 1nteed to do again. tu bring hack
rimier and Finley. th• self-confessed as-
sassins. to %newer before a Kentucky
fury for their part in that murder"
believe my state to be the bem iii the
unicie, and her people to be the noblest
and greatest on earth. I am proud of
Kentucky, and I shall always resent atm
reflection upon her honor.
YOU aspire To be goy ernor of this great
mmmonwealth and are now my opponent
for that honorable °thee. WM you then
take a position &icing with Gov. Durbin.
of ludiane. and say that these Mefl can
not get a fair trial in Kentueity. and
that ear cretins arid Juries are a fare*?
This. tmo. the state mom whit h y011 are
so ambitious to preside as chief
tiVed I.et him enterer them questions be-
fore the pimple.
But abet.* all. the greatest service •nd
kintluess rendered me or •nybudy else by
th• late republican convention was Its
serum in Melee special pruminenee to
my part In the millection of riMma
against the government. was 'afraid
they 'night purposely overlook it and try
te keep It ...at of Oita campaign. Rut
with their ,Yietornary foolishness and
idiecy they unintentionelly and blindly
Meted me hy calling the attention of
the people be my •etien In the matter
there- had nut been so many mean
!Wogs mad 'about me In that convention
I would really bedevil that Its whole anti
side purpeee was to naake my,. election
absolottely sure After niv election f in-
tend te forgive them for the unkind
things they said ranee roe. le grateful
recognition of the valusble assistance
they h•ve rendered Me In emphasizing
these very queetione ehieli I am parte--
ulariy dimities far the people to under-
stand
I am a firm believer in th• inteliigenee
and honest,. of the great common Peo-
ple. What success I have hati ill publi •
i• due to one thing more than ail
others. arid that Is. have never fallen
int• the error of ITIOst politicians in mit
giving the people erellit for haying as
much sense as they really have never
espouse y eftese one( am thoroughly
convinced th•t It is right, and 1 knew
that the temple will alwaya tak• the
right side of it as soon as they tinder-
stand it
I have collected. through Cape. I 'al-
hiwn. the agent whom I selected tor the
state. nearly glare epon neglected
44111,111111 due from the national government.
&MI I make the assertion. whieh I I all
perm. that Kentucky has .olierteti this
money at lens com 'ter any- other mate
In the union has cnneeted similar claims
Rorer ef leis was collected in the way
of arms and equipment! About 11121."
was rollerted for some •xtra pay die
Kentueky soldiers Marine the Sp:elide
American war. There was not • solder
In the state who had any ides thot the
no:nem war due him.
The lest administration either made no
•frort or f te.1 I eollemt it. Capt. Mal-
hewn by hatel liner aridI * persistent
fight Suereeded In meowing' this anueter.
At one stagc of the effort. by his 'skill
and Ability t.. e eliceeMed hveyfrot the
arnteint raised Morn 9G7.000 11121.001
I had no anthoritv tomer the law to
use th• 'taloa money fer the eollection
end ellaboraement of this claim. and I
allowed him tinder otintram fliteeti per
ert fur tee services and no other atat•
ha• (Alleelisd •lich a claim at less cost,
The soldier boys never nberred to it for
it was like fineing money to them
Tile largest arnollrit conected Cal-
houn were the rive war claime mnotint-
Ins to Mass %OZ. This had been due tie
state for • number of years. but site,
1179 no serious atterapt haA been made to
collect it, though 'the last edministrotion
had notice of It pale for its rollection
eve and three-eighths per tent.. and that
in without exception the moot cheaply
collected claim of the kind ever Anide hi'
any state T give s list of sueh claims
collected by nine state, Keel utity
the unlv Mem:matte atote In the Ital. and
her percentage for cellemeiti is far the
lowest of all the others
Here Is the list:
Amount Per rt. ,tymn't
State. Collected. A IMed.A wd.
K entucky Sri? IS 5s. 71.1es fe,
Ma int ...... 7trt 75 35. 71. sm. dr,
dounectie ut . Sulleer
Massarhusette  hidtennuesi ift motion ea
Vermont  2.10,411 fe M 70.113
striders   ged 'aeon I a ed,64. d '
Pennsylvania Me. lei of. 111 al.914.43
Rhode Isentl eft rt,s711
New fiampshire Mienn.se 15 42,110.17
was brought against the state to
resover ref tele contrail
iThe Mareuehtisetta claim has not yet
beim paid hy the rioternmeat. but has
be wed b • di a dtt f the
lepartment for a few dollars men than
tate anseent above sitatelLi
vats consparisea shows how unjust had
hese the criticism of me for the fee al-
Uwe(' for the collection et theee claims.
have no apology whatever to make for
it. I am proud of it, and I would do
the mine thing again, if the oecasion
•hould arise. Out of this meney we have
ustailadnco: heofitr fsroti:e I tdeobft er.ihriesstill411 hj a hi ae vs;
.'apt. Calhoun in Washington now trying
'o collect more money for the state ond
for our soldiers_ No man ever denerved
its pay more than he does for his spien-
lid services to the state, arid no holiest
citizen of Kentecky begrudges him one
ent of his foe I want this whale mat-
ter fully discossed before the people and
uuderotond by them. The statement made
by some irresponsible persons that I had
3rIgloally employed him for a fee not to
-mead MOM on the whole amount Is noth-
.ng more or less than a deliberate false-
hood The 113.000 limitation simply applied
to each claim, for ties whole amount was
made up of large number of sepetet•
el'alreHliteneral assembly with scarcely any
opposition passed • bill which ht effect
retitled the contract,
I The republicans have been talking •
great deal about giving us a "balminess."
atiministretien. We hope they do not
men the. same kind of °business' that
their last candidate for governer. Taylor.
gale us. .We have had quite enough of
that, and the people of Keeitucke after
a their tad experience with the .111,4abaniUa
rtIld military methods of The
'republican party during its rule In the
state are inclined tO be very skeptical
ebout this proposed "businees° 'adminis-
tration it looks too nitwit like the Tro-
ia', and we fear that if this noble-
looking republican equine should. by
chance. be admitted into the state eapitol.
Iliot :wiectiiilidianunibef)..tisound that It wa• full of Tay-
rePowera. Howards and loim-
MY distinguished opponerie, not only In
speeeth accepting the namination.
promeed. In the event of hie elentloadvt.:
undertake the miraculous task of
storing nature's nobility to identucky 4"htmo.
but he has also In all of his utterances, 't
talked •bout hating a "busineas" attimin-
titration anti told about he great niece".
lut a Mein's& man. Ile and his party
charge that I any not a buainers mato
and that this has not been a businem ad-
thinetration. It is true that, ',Mike my
friend. Mr. Belknap. I have neither in-
herited nor atectimulated u vast fortune.
Since I entered the public service at the
age et nineteen as • teacher in the corn-
mon schools, down to this good hour,
have beet. • poor mate and a faller. In
the art of aecumulating money for rey-
meld The goSernor to-day is just an peer
flnancially as was the *chord tearher fif-
teen years ago, and I must confess that
in this respect my opponent Is far more
than a match for me. But without being
boastful, I believe that I can modestly
and justly lay claim to the fact that my
mervites to the eommonwealth have beget
from • bushooes standpoint equally as
•uecerisful as his siervice* have been for
himself. When I tame Into the °Mee.
at a time of great civil descend, with law-
lessneee and crime rampant, with the
st•t• capital In the hands of an armed
mots end with the whole structure of our
state government upon the verge of revo-
lution snd anarchy. I found th• noel af-
fairs of the commonwealth in a disorder-
ed rondition. and • debt upon the st•te
of g1.006.000. As I have shown before. the
democratic administration. by its dili-
gence ahd businemillie methods. ha*
placed the state tn the, best financial con-
ditien it ever enjoyed before. •nd has
paid off before tt was due almost the en-
tire debt. I believe It is safe to itay that
in no similar period in our history has
zuore cereal been invested in Kenturky
than ha.a been durtror this redministration.
because it ha• been assured of the rigid
enforeetnent of the laws. Kentucky has
never been in a better condition than
now for commerrial and ineustrial de-
volopment. Some idea ran be given in
this line be an examination of the rec-
ords tn the corporation department of
the :secretary of states &Bee It is a cri-
terion or a pulse which indicate', to a
large extent the business activity in the
state. Let -as make a comparison frorn
the reeords and see what they show. Dur-
ing the Nur years of the republiran ad-
mlnistratims there were organized nuttier
the laws of the state corporatiens,
with on aggregat• capital of Sileele.730.
and the organization tax paid thereon
Intoothe state treasury eras 1136.111.1.111. Dur-
ing the lirst three years and six months
of this administration there were organ-
ized 1.7M corporations. with • capital of
199.1101.796. stud the organization tax un it
whieh went into the state treasury was
mass. The current six months of this
terra 1011 largely increase the showing.
The difference will be more than 3 to I
in our favor, •rel It intlicetee that the
business interests have great confidence
in a democratic serninistration. Eve,:
the firm ot W. f3. Belknap & . of
which my opponent is it member. has
proseered so greatly under this admin-
tstratinn that they found It necessary to
reincorporate last spring and Inermised
their capital stock from $1.000.000 to !O-
SMOND. Surely he ought to be satistiml
with the condition of affairs under dem-
ocratic rule. whorl emioys such pets-
perity •s that. do not know what
changes in buelness methods he would In-
augurate in the state government. but I
• quit• sure that, some much methods
practiced by his firm would not he tol-
erated Ly the peeple it, the contlect
their affairs. I respect Mr Belknap as a
man and gentleman. hut as he and his
party have seen fit to measure him as
Mistretta man against me and are sdek -
ine to disparage me and he newspattors
•ret Molly reeking with foul slateims
agaiturt me, be, too. must stana
ciente inspectien eat to his merits in di
I 'nay not have been such a sumer,- as
he has so far as my personal intereets
are concerned. but I et least have eneetrn
business sagacity to know the different.*
between a four-horse wagon and a shot-
gun. arid I have never been indieted
• federal court and .2ompelled puy a
tine upon a plea of guilty fur not draw-
ing the proper diatinetion between those
two militate. articles of interstate (-ems
memo Since I have been governor every
official and employe in th• state goy ern-
ment has received from we the most
ceurteous and considerat• treatment. •I
AM democrat in practice as well a.. In
principle. and tbe door of my office has
been opened as cordially to the humbleet
citizen in the commonwealth as to the
prnucest The ebonite man. whether
front the field, the factory. or the mine.
with nature's honeet sweat upon his
tbhreow,,00dhasi,r;olwvaleys beer, Weicorro• •
and business methods In the past.
presence as the head of any lam
certeratiou.- Eurh Mime been my p
such they will be in the future shoed:
Kentucky again elect
me to the Mee offiee. I bas• tried to
the best of my ablitty to perferm. rt
duties honorable' and to treat •Il elsoadd
and all parties. even elm reptediman
friends. with equal mil exact justice Ana
impart (anti
in eorimusioe, my fellow-citisens. am
glad to glve hype you of a brillent
victory at the polls In November. I ASK
of the dottporatic people of Kentucky
that they' be not sAtisfied with a small
majority. but that they *hall roll up seih
a tremendous y ote It will remove for ea
long time to come all danger of impute
'can supremace. take Kentucky Mesolute-
ly out of the doubtful column, and send
KOMI cheer to the heart• of the national
,ternocracy. let the victory be com-
plete and permanent, and let us send
out the promise. with reason and con-
fidence, to the democrats throughout the
etruntry that next Year. when our presi-
dential theme is nominated, Kentucky is
certainly fed• It by a good. old-fashioned
majority. it can be done, it will De done.
If our people will only realize the bril-
liant opportunity before theni and will
do their full duty in this election. Th•
democratic party Kentucke is more
united and harmohlous noir than it has
been in ten years. Met of those who
left ns in MN and have returned to
the fold. and we should greet them with
heartiness and cordiality. Let the past
be forgotten, and let its stand together
henceforth shoulder to shoulder as demo-
crats with our hearts full of devotion for
the welfare of our state and nation. 1.1ft
up on high the banner of demoeracy.
pur• and finelerlem Sod with you, arms
bared for work In righteous cause your
eves fixed umiti the bright star of hope.
place that honored banner, not only upun
the capitol of your state, bet also upon
the capitol ot your taunter.
The world's record for fast typewriting
11. POO held by Miss Pretty, of the IMAM
ed States patent Mine who wrote need
words ILI six houre with less than one
error to tee ammo
-•-- ---
in Mertnany Met* pertains are empluyed






iriTim BARBS OF STATE
The otorv of •
great deal Of the
unhappiness of
women is a story
of lost health.
Women wonder





low and sallow, and they feel tired and
warn-out all the time. In a large pro-
portion of cages when women are weak,
run-down and falling off in flesh and
lenks., the root of the trouble can be
traced to womanly diseases whivh under-
mine the general health. The proof of
this is that women who have been cured
of painful womanly diseases by the use
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
have recovered their general health,
gained in flesh and in appearance.
Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription cures
the womanly diseases which sap the gen-
eral health. It establishes regularity,
dries weakening drains, heals inflamma-
tion and ulceration and cures female
weakness.
• I suffered for three years with ovarian
traithie.• writes Mrs. Anna Quinn Treasurer
Woman's Athletic Clubs, of fen Sycamore St ,
Mthotnitee. Wls. •The treatment I took did
wagillo me • particle of rood. until • good neigh-
bor mbo had been using In Pierce's Favorite
Pimoorigrnon advised me to love it a trial. The
MON lay toot my tint dose. anti it was my Int
sward recovery In nine weeks I was •
imams, my flesh which had been
became 11rin. ConapirNina cleat and my
It was simply an initicAtino of the=1,17:alritkia ere patia and vuffer.tig to
ulPla
ppi
verita Prescription' makes weak
r
strong. sick women well. Ae-
ie siabotitute for the, medicine
worts wonders for weak women.
pr. Pierces Pleasant Pellets invigorate
Iliamsell, liver sad bowels.
•
4 When the Teeth
Are Gone
come here for new ones. We cal
make them of rubber, porcelain or
metal plates.
If some of the roots are left and are
still good we can crown them and
make them aa useful as ever.
If some sound teeth remain we can
bridge the space between these and
put ARTIFICIAL TEETH on the
bridge. This is very popular and
gives great sattafaction.






Samtners Building. Cor. Court and
Main Sta., Hopkinevile, Ky.
Telephone len-8.
VIRGINIA COLLEGE
ror VOIR* LAWS, attastokt, vs.
Wens Sept. 21, 1903. One of the
loading Schools for Young Ladies in
the South. New buildings, pianos
and equipment. Campus ten acres.
Grand mountain scenery in Valley of
Virginia, famed for health. Euro-
pean and American teachers. Full
course. Conservatory advantages in
Art Musie and Elocution. Certifi-
cates Wellesley. Students from SO
States. For catalogue address




Aud Teacher of Book-keeping, Short
baud and Typewriting. Guarantees
satisfaction to industrious pupils.
Also assists in securing lucrative po-
sitions.
Office, North than St., Yonta Big
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood CU Son,
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
SIIIrSperdal attention to cases, in
bankruptcy.
Dr. Jos. E. Oldham
Dr Lida E. Oklhom,
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduates American School of Os-
teopathy. Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduates of the two years' course
required by all reputable schools of
osteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five months each, actual class at-
tendance.
Office first house south of Methodist
churce. Consultation and examina-






Effective Sunday, Aug 16th
NO. 384, DlLY.
Leave. Hopkinsville.. 41 :40 a n,
Arrives Princeton..  7:40 am
•' Paducah  9:26 a m
" Cairo 11:85 a m
Arrives Si. Louis
Arrives Chicago
NO. 384. DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 
Arrives Princeton  12.36 pm
" Henderson.  5:03 p m
" Evansville   6:16 p m
Leaves Princeton 12:43 p in















&e• Princeton 3:06 a in
Arrives Lonisville 7:60 a in
Loaves Princeton -2:28 a in
Arrives Memphis S:20a m
" New Orleans 7:56 p rn
NO 336, SUNDAY ONLY.
Leaves Hopkinsville 8:40 p in
Arrive, Princeton   4:42 p m






No 841 daily ez'pt Sunday ar. 7:60a ta
No aft Sunday only arrives 10:3.5 a 1111
No SIM daily arrives 3:2:1p m.
No 331 daily, arrive. 11;10 p m
Sr. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.-
Louisville, Ky.
E M. SHERWOOD, Agent,
Hopkinsville, Ky.rit _pwal
Mom map dh Sr tratt
mid treenail,' the hatr.
Meese Ps•lo to atore Of
ows+
ay





74ucceasor to Layne & Moseley.
LIVERY & FEED STABLE
Funeral, Party and Wedding
Work • Specialty
Cot 7th & VIr. Sta. Tel. 32.
tionlita•villo, • - 117,
WILL HOLD CONVENTION
IN HOPKINSVILLE.
Sessions at Hotel Latham.
Banquet and Other Enter
tainments Arlanged.
i The eleventh annual convention ofii
the Kentucky lianke ' Association
will be held iii this ei y on Sept. It;
and 17. Extensive preiparations are
being made by the loc I bankers for
the entortainineut of ti 't' delegates.
All the heeling fin neters in the
state are expected to let" pi esen t, and
between one nit:mired and fifty and
twu hundred visitors are looked for
during the coil vett t ion. M r. Edward
1B. Long, of this city, 1 president of
the association, and Mr. [Ahem
Bridges, of Louisville, is secretary.
A strong program a being ar-
ranged. All of the seseions will be
held at Hotel Latham. 011 the even-
ing of the ItIth a bat quet will be
given at the Latham. The guests
will also be entertained during their
visit at the Bike  club rioums. Hand-
)'mutely engraved Inv'l ations have
been sent out to all th bankers in
the state, and the prefrain will be
autiouncted shortly. Nio pains will
be spared to make thn convention
the mos;. successful that the associ-
ation has ever held. Mir. H. L. Mc-
Pherson, of the Batik of Hopk 'us-
Tulle, is Chairman of tie reception
committee, and Mr. C ,arles S. Jar-
rett, of the First National bank, is
chairman of the comniittee on Sir-
rangemetne.
TheCenu ine vs Counterfeits
The genuine is alwayei better than
a counterfeit, but the tfutli of this
statement is never more forcibly rea-
lized or more thoroughlgappreciated
than when you con- pare the genuine
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve with .
the many counterfeits ated wort bees
substitutes that are on the market.
W. Se Ledbetter. of Shreveport, La.,
says: After using numjerous other
remedies without benefit!, one box of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
me." For ,blind, bleeding, itching
and protruding oiles no remedy is
equal to DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Mr. Geo. W. Shadoin left yester-
day for Birmingham a two weeks
visit to his mothers fanrly on 9th
St.
Neglected Coids.
Every part of the inecous mem-
brane, the nose, throats ears, head
and lunge, etc., are subjiseted to dis-
ease and blight from neglected colds.
Ballard's Horehound kyrup is a
pleasant and effec!ive r medy. 25e,i
50e, $1.00. W. Akend ck, Valley
Mills, Texas, writes: - Lave used
Ballard's Horehound Syrup for
coughs and throat trou les; it is a
pleasant and most 
effectit 
e remedy."
Sold by Anderson & Fow en
_nee*
Mrs. W. F. Garnett, I f Hopkins-
vine, is a guest at there. dence of R.
W. Downer Mrs. W. J. Garnett
and children have retuned from a




If you ever took DeWitt's Little
Early Risers for billousiitss or con-
stipation you know what?' purgative
pleasure is. These faineue little pills
cleanse the liver and rid the system
of all bile without protlucing un-
pleasant effeete. They tin not gripe,
sicken or weakeu, but gitin tone and
strength to the tissues an organs in-
volved. W. H. Howell, iif Houston,
Tex., says: "No better gills can be
used than Little Early Risers for
constipation, sick headache. Sold
by R. C. Hanlwiek.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Gannon and
Mrs. J. C. Cochran, of Memphis, are
visiting the family of Mr. R. C. Wat-
kins at his farm near , Pembroke.
Mr. Watkins arrived fronb Louisville
yesterday.
The Pleasure of Eating.
Persons suffering from ndigestion,
dyspepsia or other stomaiti troubles
will find that Kodol Dyeriepsia Cure
digests what you eat and 'makes the
stomach sweet. This remedy is a
never failing cure for irelikeetion and
dyspepsia and all eoniplaints affect-
ing the glands or membrenes of the
stomach or digestive tree. When
you take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure ev-
erythiug you eat taster weed, and ev-
ery bit of the nutriment that your
food contains is alejimilated and ap-
propriated by the blood I yld tissuee.
Sold by Ft. C. Hardwick.
6•16 pm 





Has world-wtde fame for marvel-
ous cures. It surpasses any other
salve, lotion, ointment o balm for
cute, corns,burns, boils, f Ions, sores,
ulcers, letter, salt rheum,
chapped hands. skin Pr
fallible for piles. tore
Dale- 2rx at L. L. Elgin,
druggists.
ever sores.
pt ions ; in-
uaranteed.
. K. Wyly,
Miss Fannie Wallace who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. M.
Sherwood, has returned tio tier home
in Evansville.
A Woman's Complexion.
It is milk foenslineee to attempt
to remove sallowness or' ereesinese
of the akin by the Usf. of cosmetics,
or "local" treatment, as advocated
by the "beauty doctors.' The only
safe and sure way that sIwoman can
improve her cemplezion Is by puri-
fying and enriching her Unreel which
can only be accemplished by keep-
ing the liver healthy and active. 'the
liver is the seat of'1lese and blood
pollution.- Green's Au int Flower
acts directly on the liv r, cleanses
ania enriches the blood, !purifies the
complexion. It also cures constipa-
tion, billiousnees, nervoesnees, and
induces refreshing glee . A single
bottle of August Flew r has been
known to cure the tr oat 'renounced
and distressing cases t.l dyepepsia
and indigestion. New trial size bot-
tle, 26 cents; reeular Mein 75 stmts.
At all druggists.
--
Women find quick relief in
Dr. Thacher's Liver and *loot] Syrup
_-••••• • • ear.-
"Trittla Early Risers
The famous little pills.
Mr. James If. 'Ander ti has re-
turned from New I (irk.
--...•••es-- •
Distress After Eating Cured.
Judge W. 'I'. II °nand. of Greens-
burg. La., who is well win favorably











nt. •et• qtot., ro- • a..........a.ca,aiorrs j a In •••," n•ro”r•
IMPROPER TREATMENT
and In ',ley is
orse Ah trebtm Ut tit all.
Y11.1 (•11•t afford to 1.1. doctors
emeisiiieut un you or to take
ut,rheast,ostrunIstl.nt will only
Iteirrasat., the disease- your Ide
deven6a on it.
Start rig:nen:14'1,C right nos
hy Inn in A tx.,t).: il Itr..`. it,
1.1,..-rr nue I., t.
ney Balm. 1;.. v.1.
it. aIt bulidlou 14 ,"1.1 Maar. • ,
..ce us. tvell and
send for one bcokv.. "Stoutio
sense" it fella k on about trroast
d Ise iscs and bow to domoyei
:lieui in yourself A 1,.0.1.
Aft Your Drugs-1.'2's
It be ilnesti t 1.• • vit, send us
11 it, rind his nun 0. part we•
"xer•,., a tel Charg,ts
















Will T. Torian, of Newstead, this
county, and Miss Mettle Wine, of
Town Creek, Ala. were married at
the bride's home and will reside near
this city.
Recovered Speech and Hear-
ing.
Messrs Ely Bros: I commenced
using your Cream Balm about two
years ago for catarrh. My Voice Was
somewhat thick and my hearing was
dull M beaten has been fully re-• Y
stored and my speech has becotne city.
quite clear. I am a teacher hi our
town. L. G. Brown, Granner, 0.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50c,
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 War-
ren etreen New York.
Mr. C. H. Nash, Jr., spent yester-
day in Clarksville.
Sour Stomach.
When the quantity of food taken is
too large or the quality too rich, sour
stomach is likely to follow, and es-
specially so if the digestion has been
weakened by constipation. Eat
slowly and not too freely of easily
digested food. Masticate the food
thoroughly. Let five hours elapse
between meals and when you feel a
fullness and weight in the region of
the stomach after eatiugeake Cham-
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
and the sour stomach may be avoid-
ed. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
La AL NES 'X' C, .
Saws sbe • "A Sod I14,6tIsays bassi
A medicine for all the family,
Dr. Thaeher's Liver and Blood Syrup
Mrs. Covington Dead.
•
Mrs. J. W. Covington, an estima-
ble lady of Pembroke, died yester-
day of peritonitis. Funeral services
were held at the late residence this
morning at 10 o'clock, and the body
was brought to this city and interred
in Hopewell cemetery.
Has Sold a Pile of Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy.
"I have sold Chambelain's Cough
Reinetny for more that 2o 3 ears tied
it has given entire satisfaction.
have sold a pile of it and otin reetnn
mend it highly"-Joseph McElhiney
Linton. Iowa. You will find this
remedy a good friend when troubled
with a cough or c• Id. It always af-
fords quick relief and is pleasant to
take. For sale by L. I,. Elgin.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.




The New Era has received from
Mrs. John R. Green a basket of large
and luscious tomatoes. The toma-
toes are of the Hathaway variety
and unusually One.
Abscess.
W. H. Harrison, Cleveland. Miss.,
writes, Aug. 15. 1902: "I want to say
a word of praise for Balnind's Snow
Liniment. I stepped on a natnwhich
caused the cords itt my leg to con-
tract and an abscess to rise in my
knee, and the doctor told me that I
would have a stiff kg, so one day I
went to J. F. Lord's drug store (who
is nose in Denver, Colo.) He recom-
mended a bottle of Snow Liniment.
I got a fere size and it cured me. It
is the hest lielineut in the world.
A BeCESSES, with few exceptions,
are indicative of emeotipottion or de-
bility. They may, however, result
front blows or from foreign bodies,
introduced into the skin or flesh.
such as splinters, thorns. etc. Sold
by Anderson & Fow1er
Mrs. J. B. McKenzie has returned
from Virginia where she spent the
so miner.
Cancer Cured by Blood Balm
A tn. Se AND Hi troll Di,E,t,;Er.
CURED.
Mill, M. L. Adana, Fredonia, Ala.,
tork Ronan(' Blood Balm which ef-
fectually cured art eating cancer of
the nose and face. The sores healed
up perfectly. Many doctors had giv-
er up her case as hopeless. Hun-
dreds of cases of cancernatims sores,
supperating swellings, etc., have
been cured by Blood Balm. Among
others, Mrs. B. M. Guerney, Warrior
Stand, Ala. Her nose and lip were
raw as beef. with offensive discharge
from the eating sore. Doctors advis-
ed tenting but it failed, liloyisBalm
healed the sores, and Mrs. Guerney
is as well as ever. Botanic Blood
Balm also cures eczema, itching
humors, scabs and scales, bone pains
ulcers, offensive pimples, blood pois-
on, carbancies, scrofula, risings anti
bumps on the skin anti all blood trou
Mee. Druggists, $1 per large bottle.
Sample of Blood Balm free and pre-
paid by writing Blood Balm Co., At-
lanta, Ga. Describe trouble and spe-
cial medical advice sent in spinets
letter. It is certainly worth while
investigating such a remarkable rem
suffered greatly from 'indigestion. edy, 1114 Blood Balm cures the most
After eating, great dis4ress would tswful. worst and most deep seated
invariably result, lastitipri for an hour blood diseases.
or so, and my nights were restless. I
concluded to try Koch'', Dyspepsia C. Xi. RP •I• CI .7:11. X. AL.
Cure and it cured me entirely. Now bon the The kind VW Hal Ahva lato
ins sleep is refreshing amiddigestion *Mass
perfect.- Sold by R C. hard wick. d
every imaginable slze. shape anti
color, and the space about the auc-
tioneers stand was crowded with
buyers amiolwriars of tilt stock.
..
At noon a recess Was melee until
two o'clock. about half the stock in
the building- tisving Oren sold. The
prices realized were vere sevisfac
tory, there !mine oily a very few re-
jections.
The interior of the former ware-
house tuts been fitted up with pens,
stalls, run-ways, etc., in a most con •
sentient manner to suit the needs of
the business.
Mt.ssre. Layne & Moseley express
themselves as being thoroughly
pleased with their Met sale, there
being fully twice as many auenals
offered and More bidders than they
had expected. From now on thus
will hold a sale on the first Saturday
in each month and these date* will
probably tiring constmitly increase g
business to these gentlemen and the
ir-Air 14'6"
10 PRAISE
OF CHAMBERLAIN'S HIM', CHOLE-
RA AN'n DIA`RIOIOVA HEMP-HIV.
-Allow me ti give a f ew words mu
praisen.f Chaninerlais's 
era and Diarrhoea Reinedsn." says
Mr. John HarnIett. of Eagle Pass,
Texas. "I suffeed outs week with
bowel trouble and took all kinds of
tnedicihe without getting any relief,
when my friencie Mr. C. Johnson, a
merchant here, advised me to take
this remedy. After taking one dose
I felt greatly relieved and when I
had taken the third deftni was entire-
ly cured. I thank you from the bot-
tom of my heart for putting this
great remedy in the bands of man-
kind. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
When you loose your Appetite
Dr. ehacher'slitiver and Blood Synie
_ 
Judge M. D. Brown, of Mattis •n-
was in the city yesterday.
What Is Life?
In the last analysis nobody k R
but we do know that it is men r
stricf law. Abuse that law even
slightly, pain results. Irregular liv-
ing meaes derettgenient of the or-
gans, resulting in comitipet toe, head-
ache or liver trouble. Dr. King's
New Life Pills quickly readjusts
this. It is gentle, yet thorough. On;
ly 25c at L. L. Elgin, C. E. Wyly,
drug stores.
Broker Boales. Repert.
The tobacco market for the past
month has been quiet and easy with
.mall sales, a I I private. Lugs
aheut all gone. What appears sells
at Pee to 5tec for cottimen ti geed :
dark lent short, common 5 to :else,
medium 53e to 6e, good 6 to 6see;
long dark leaf, common 6 to 6lec,
tnedium 6,2 to 7c, good 7 to Re. The
sii 'rop now being heueed is ftel
average in quantity and quality mid
promises to be a, very useful Prop,
free front worm cut Hee it, ill) few
lugs.
RESULTS TELL.
There Can Be no Doubt
About the Results In
Hopkinsville.
Results tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony of a ilopkinsville
citizen.
Can be easily investigated.
Wlost better proof can be hail.
Mrs. W. L. Johnson, of 815 Jesup
Ave., says: "My husband suffered
for several years -with kidney eom-
plaint which made- its presence
known by a meet eievere aching in
his back and which often becennes so
bad eseecielly in the torment: when
rising or on occasions whet, I e was
obliged to do coesiderable, t000pitig
or lifting that lie could scarcely
move about. It occurred to him
while reading an advertisement in
our local papeie about Donins K ei-
nes' Pills that they might at least
give him some relist. foul active on
the thought he went to Theme, &
Tralieren drug stein nil gr.t a hoe.
The treatinete preyed Ihr. Illo tila
the remedy. The aches and pains
were relieved and the other symp-
toms disappeared. I have the best
of reasons to recommend 'Matte
Kidney Pills and am confident that
in every case they do all that is re-
commended for them."
For hale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbuni Co., Buffalo,




(Special to New Fran
NEW YORK, Sept. 4.-Itelienee,
the American cup defender. won the
third and final race anti the series
for that famous eers trophy, the
America's cup. In ma dense fog wit eh
prevented vision beyond 20) yards.
she finished the race at 3:30:02 f1111 id




It is it great el,i1V01111•11er, F titt at
hand reliable remedies for llar-1 in
eases of accident and for slight in-
juries and ailments. A gout' lion
ment and one that is feet becoming a
'favorite if not a household necessity
I is Chamberlah's Pain Balm. By; applying it promptly to a cittebruise
or burn it allays the pain and causes
the injury to heal in about otie-third
the time usualleerequired, and its It
is all ant imerric it prevents ally dan-
ger of blood poisoning. W11111 Ptsin
Balm is kept ateiatid a sprain may
be treated before inflainteatimi sets
he which insures a quick recovery.
For sale by I. I.
n.: ini env
&an tko The Did Ysi Nays AIMS Rs.110
VERY. SATISFACTORY 1
IS FIRST SALE BY LAYNE
AND MOSELY.





lerom Saleirdae 'S Daily)
The Kale stable of Insniti &
ly, on Ninth street. has been $1 s • n
of activ4ty today, this being tl••
widely advertised date of the first
auction sale of mules amid horses 0i
be held by these gentlemen. When
the selling began every stall was pc-
...••••••••••••••
7t-'31-r:. VISITS OF Hifi. WILL BE A BENEFITHalf the Cost
Lion
Coffee
has better strength and
flavor than many so-call-
ed "fancy" brands.
Bulk coffee at the same
price is not to be com-
pared with Lion in quality.





with horses anti mules id almost
cupied and all the pelie were filled 
9yspensia Cure
9igcsts what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests nil kinds of
food. It gives irstans, 'eller and never
fails to cure It allsws von U.; eat all
the food you want. TI' • -nost esnsitive
stomachs can take it. by Its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything ente failed. It
prt'vents format ion of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distressaftereating.
Dieting tine, ,,try. Pleasant. totake.
It can't help
Lat do you good
ha 1.. ( lit,'.,..(111CM0
The le settle cern mins 2ke times the
Sold by R C Hardwick
I -










we promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign
PATENTS
Send model, a &etch or photo of inventkn for










Office in City Hall.




High Grano Work a Seecialty.









tell lug how to prepare delicate
toed delie11.116 ii iolie-.




Is ofts.ti 0,4! reeult of eernettilig its
pinto arid specifications to be prepar-
ed by contractors and builders or the
inexperienced hands or having no
piesis at all.
Don't Build That Way
Ant-lateen anti changes cost. Bet-
tfm- tell :lie what you want end let me
!never.. s plane and specifications
JAS. I.. LONO,
Architect.




Nothing has ever equalled it.




For Coxivistrrto• Friesi)116,H5 See itOLDS
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure: Lung Troubles.
Money back if it fails. Trial Bottles from.
Nasal
CATARRH
la nil Its orts,
Ely's Cream Balm
clothere, soothes and heals
the .tiPen...ti
It cures catarrh and drives
away a (i.1,1 is the head
quickly,
Cream Bolin le placed Into the nostrilitIvreado
over Ilia nuunl.ramis and in alatortnni. Hellen@ I iii.
mediate and a cur,• follows. Ills not drying-dock
slot prorlar.e stwezing. Lai',. SW', 50 Cents at Drug-
(gists or by mall; Trial Size, 11 cents.
ELT mierrii Kee, 68 Warren Street, New 'Telt




Mr. Throne.' timely eke at lee
home moor Sink Me 'jerk . yesect (ley
afternoen front the etfeete of a et eone
of paralypis sustsum..1 suptisy. H..
Was /WVVII1y-5IX year- of age, arid mi
ineinlier of the Baptist chureh A
widow ettrv Ayes him. Mr. Herds-
Was me, of the hest toiewl, ants most
highly recitec ell iis ,.t ti. vi-
ciiiity. linermerit pleee this
morniug un the burs inn
grtiimel
flied 111 S*11 Frai.e•iscer, Cal., on
S •pt 2. IRO. "l re. Florence Calhoun
W imsiree tM rs. Calhoun was
toe daughter of the late se T. Whi-
rl...v. who died at llsok,y about re
years ago. She went to Celifernia
Ye' ith her testers tiveiity-te o years
ag She wae married there. t.. 31 r.
Eugene Csilliouri, a prosperous mer-
chant of San In ancisem about twenty
years ago. She leaves a hueland
and art only sou eighteen' years old,
brothers and sisters in Kentucky and
California and a large circle of de-
voted relatives and friends who are
deeply grieved over her death.
Mr. Themes Boyd, one of Trigg
county's oldest and most influential
eitizees. died at his home near Can-
ton late yesterday afternoon.
During his life time. extending
over a period of eighty yeare. Mr.
Beytt was actively identified with
the weloore of his county and held
the office ..f sheriff for several term!.
He Was tne grandfather ef Mr.
Walter A. Winton of this city. The
funeral took 'dare in the lentils
burying ground near Wall...Ida this
afternoon at four o'clock.
A Bowling Green despatch sass:
''Bourbon Alderson, a popular young
druggist of this eity, died of typhoid
fever at his father's home in the
county last night. Young Alderson
was formerly the druggist at the
Western Lunatic Asylum at Hop-
- - -e•••
Beautiful Women.
Phillip ch.-4-kt,, duelled with the
soft glew of health and a pure coin
plexion. make n II women beautiful.
Take a small dune of ilerbiiie after
each meal; it will prevent cotistipa-
tion and help digest what you have
eaten. 50e. Mrs. Wm M. Stroud.
Midlothian. Texas. writes. May 31,
••We have unel Her-nine in our
family for eight years, mei found it
die best medicine we ever used for
enustioatien, t.ilions fever end ma-
tarns.- noid by litiersen It Fowler
Mr. Attain 1). Wallia has returned
to Philadelphia.
Mrs. Wilt OM is visiting in Rus-
sellville.
Gorman Syr p.
We want to Impress on our readers
thst Boischeer's German Syrup is pos-
itively the only preparation on the
market today that does relieve and
cure eonsumption. It coutains the
specifics, such as pure tar, extracts
'if gums, etc., which have beet, POe
nighty endorsed for the eure of
coughs, colds and consumption hy
the great medical congremess. The
consumptive. whether his disease is
Ill the throat or hinge, must have
rest at night, and be free from the
spasm of dry and reeking cough in
the morning. The diseased parts
wain rest, healing and soothing treat-
ment, and the patient needs fresh air
good food, etc. German Syrup will
give free and easy expectoration in
the morning wit 10.peetly and perms-
emit relief. Small bottles, 25 cents;
regular size. commies nearly four
times as much, 75cents. At -ill d rug-
niers.
Mrs. John Boyle, of Evansville,
Ind., who ha* been visiting relatives
mit tiler etallIty, lii nee vimitilig Pitt
hi-ether, Judge Menfree. and will
leave for home tomorrow.
Sprains.
S. A. Read, Cisco, Texas, writes
March II. 11101: "My wrist was
sprained so badly hy A fall that it
was it oness; and after using aeveral
remedies that failed to give relief,
used Ballard's Snow Liniment. and
was cured. I earnestly recommend
it to any one suffering from sprains."
Sold by A fide NO fl & Fowler.
rue Cause of Many
Sudden Deaf :1‘k
is it disease prevailing "1 the
rota becas., 'cr.) • I•r.C•If
live, talaiiy otuc
deaths art •
it - heat, 'di s.
failure er 'tee
are Gf:eli It. •





If :71 e 'ft
Nr!tar Oripeti> .! 1fir-
udneys themselves break dowr sit,. vase
tway cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result fen
deraneernent the kidneyr and a ettre
Maned quickest by a proper treatment o,
Sidney;. If you are feeling badly sot
en mace no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer"
,wamp-Root, the great keities, ever at
ladder remedy.
I, corrects insitillty to hold urine and scale
se pen in passing it, and overcomes that
•ivIsasant necessity of being compelled tc
often during the day, and to get up mate
otea during the night. The reld and the
• eraordinary effect of Swarnp-R tot is seer
-.deed. It semis the highest ice its lot,
e fel cures of the most distressing eases.
ewamp-Root is pleasant to take ane. soe
v all druggists In fifty-cent and toe-enes.
:sd bottles. You may
-.el a sample bottle of
se_iderful new dis-
.nery and a book that
rolls all about it, both arer,,mpsuror
tent free by Tail. Address Or, Kilmer & Co.
Binghaniton, N. Y. When writing mentio.
feeding this geseroes offer in this pew
Don't make spy mistake, Mit te-
member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Itingeamptee. N. y.. cir, every
bottle.
Miss race rui biro returnee' to
Madisonville this morning after a
visit to Miss Sittiley Beaks.
When tomtits(' with constipation
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv-
er Tablets. They are easy to take
anti produce no griping or other Un-
pleasant effect. Fer sale by L.
Mr. 0. H. Taylor anti family have
gone to Texas to visit relatives.
_
Troubled with rheuinntiottee Ti.en
why not do as others have done-
take Dr. Thacher's Liver anti Bleoll
Syrup and be enred?
 --•••••••••••-----
Foy hiliousneee. headache, dropsy,
take Dr. Thacher's Liver and BICtrd
Syrup.
•
TO FARMERS AcI0 COUN-




I • • t•netl, fen f the
sni t,. comm. nee' etteveinien, tt hich
,Is $.. I veva tettg adopt Itar .01 the.
it I 01111.11••Irt 1.. 111C wale cottaddianiti,
p•dttniting !swot-ie,, ti, fix their ,,WrI
litel feel...if ;exeunt., I. at 'Wien 'nit
the followleg etereim to I mr.I
lit...114(10 ,•I the Krol-1
t tucks. 1% essei Maionecturing•
-Funnels co .1 e•it, ()try merchants
uf Ke itt uck3 . deter make the mistake
I ..f thiiik mg the ouroptioe oaf this
!amendment itt the e
vot temente:illy aft et yeti. 11 sou
wee, exile lug facto' ie.: in inn' i., tue
lend caret. to grits, es,, g.se ten-
pito Illent tor Wore men, If ye•fl Sent
1.ew lielustriess tut be estenlished,
en /doe nig . till 'IrlitrO• Moll; if you
wain 11P.11'0 e0liallIllierii for 3 our horn
products and more, buyers isi nut
comitent; if you want lower not-nest
rives when yeti boi'ress motley ; if
you want to leseeli you. Some end
county taxes; i,1 a word, if you a alit
as inuch proteperity throughout the
length and breadth of our greed old
Commonwealth as prevails in other
states, them vute for the amendteent,
and get ,s neigliber to vote for it.
The beneficial effects which will fol-
low the adoption of the amendment
are so vast that they can hardly be
estieiated. 'I'he evil that will result,
If by 11113 chance 'lie amendment
should Intl of atiopriu will lei dis-
astretis its it, Iii' hest in
net entn of the grate:.
You Know What You Are
Taking
Wheel you take Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tonic beettiame the r,,reitiln is
plainly printed on every bottle eliow-
ing that it is sinipiy Iron and Quin-
ine iu a tasteless fiirm. No Cure. No
Prey 50...
OneMinuteCoughCure
Fir Coughs, Colds and Croup.
Ofijeitil statistics for irria show that
the WOW, have 330 steamship- of
ever 5.000 toes. itgoitist 1:10 Orrin kii. 34
Anierieate et) French In Japanese
and itt Reesian. Of steamers it over
non, t'mte, 119 are British. 15 Gernien
7 American, 4 French and 2 Russian.
Of nuge ships exceeding Innen tons
4e are British. 28 German, 7 Ameri-
can, 2 French and 4 Innen. Nearly
half of I he 17.781 eituaniships slid 12,-
11r2 sailing vessels in the wind are
British.
S
At its. Prico of Self Geri
011 her Way to stint-ins aiViisu
: el- ed by pregnancy stifiors iii.. pain
lenerince prompts her tit -.Jeer alone
in eeence and re:r.ain in the ...ek as tt
the true cause -rdotberhood.
nietner's Friend teettr l''P doztere
place anti she has no cause for an inter
nhe is her own dectsr, sesi he,
trvaiesty is protected, riaily ape'
tr tee breast and elelernen
preemaucy v.111 enaele her to lure • •
period of gestation in a cheerful ire•
and rest undisturbe.l.
Mother's Friend
is a liniment for ext ritual use one. I
woule indeed be shameful if the esCrifici
of modesty were necessary to the saccess
ful issue ef healthy children. Al womet
about to become moth, rs rued stud ert!
to a drug store and for Poo secure tlit
rice childbirth retnetly. Healthy babie.
are the result of teeing Mother's Friend
Our book " rlotherhood" mailed free
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Are never racritietsi tot the
Rake to making emelt prices.
Tt•e clothes we make Sr.- first
of ell SATISFA('t ORY thee
they are LOU' eft cEi)




- - _ -
Areectable Preparation forAs
similating the Food and ileg
egg the Stomachs and Bowels of
Promotes Digestion,C heerful-
ness and Rest Contains neither
.Morphine nor MineraL
OT NARCOTIC.





A perfect Remedy forC.onstips-
Boa.Sour SlOtnerh, Diarrhoea
Worms ,f envulsions .feveri s h -
ness end LOSS OF SlLEEP.
D4111 I NIS
teens COPY OP ER.WRAPP  CASTORIA
CASEIN
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'ugh Kentucky Mem
FOUNDED IN 1849
This college is one of the oldest and best institutions in the Blue OMNI
State. The site is a beautiful hill top in the suburbs of the thriving city of
Hopkinsville. Two large dormitories with every modern convenience.
Electric lights and water in all of the buildings. Thoroughly equipped
gymnasium. Excellent labatoriee. Spacious campus and athletic park. A
corps of teasehers froni leading universities and colleges. Superior Music
Depatiment. Courses in short-haud and book-keeping. West Point tactic*
in military depariolent.
Session Begins Tuesday, Sept. 8.




45.34117.40 r/ JAM Jill
Northeast Corn
Seven experienced teachers, each tine
ates of this college preferred by business







er 2nd and Walnut Streets. 
a specialist, in his line. Grade-
houses. School open all ear.












V:s solicit the accounts of Firms. Corporations and 1 inlivid
uals, premising prompt, courteous treatment to ell, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative, banking.
ff contemplating opening an ticenunt, or making any et1110{11




CAPITAL. - - $50,000.00
F Garnett, Pres. Jill). B. Trice, Cashier
Air
General Banliing.
Account of Individuals, Finite and Corporatioio
Solicited. Liberal Treatment. Conservative Police
Trust Department.
Acte as executor, administrator, guardian and trus-
tee under wills. Seeks desirable loans on real eetat.
and makes investments for individuals.
Safety Deposit Boxes.
Very convenient for the cuetemer. Safe, private and
indispensable to the aversge busitieee public, and-
furnishes an easy security for valuables to all.
Do You Shoot?
We have just received one
of the beat lines of
Shot Guns and Rifles
ever brought to the city and at prices within
the reach of all.
PISTOLS We have just added to. our line of FireArms a large line of Pistols Call and in-
spect same, as we can save you money On these goods
GUN SHELLS We have also a eomplete assort-ment of the popular brands of
loaded gun shells, etc„ and can furnish you with any foal
you may want.
HAMMOCKS w‘hViech"gwv: 1°.ael arra ilneil-e11111 1"3
LAWN swING Are the rage. .now and hewould like to furnish von with
one of these swings. Call and inspeA our line.
Planters liardware Co,,
I NCORPORATED. I
PHONES--HopKinsville 115; Gracey, 174-5
Pembrohe connection.
Louisville and Naslivii%1 Ildiiroaci
TIME CARD. Effective Aoiit.ri1 10th.
NORTH. 
s
1 Net 62 St Louis Express. .... 9:60 am No 61 St Louis Express.. .6. 18
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail . 9:47 p in No 58 St Louis Fast Mail bee . to
'No 
920Chfenas Limitedg.amlNew  
Nit Di Chicago .o“i Ns-
Orlea
v.
Orleans Litioedt s 1 515 is.
' No 66 Hopkineville Accent 8C.:45°pa nil); No 66 Hopkiusvine A tre.rtei ...tu. rio
Noe 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
I No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memi,his line petits as oil eneti Mor I • i s.
and for Louisville, Cincinuatiand the *ewe
Nos. 63 and 56 wake direct connectitre at Outline tin Lewes die. • It.
(sinned ani all points north and east thereof. Not fee end fe. alga, COI ','t
for Memphis and way points
No. 92 rime through to Chicago and will tee carry passetin re o. Istiets
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to Sr. 1,..uie.
Ni,. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville% qt. Augua •
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman steepen' to New Orleans. Connect ./
Guthrie for points east and West.
J. C. HOOF., A.gt.
V.
-
Isi-1 marble top Dough Kneader A
Beaten Biscuit Machin.'.
1-1E0 lb. Granulated Sugar.
V-1 Fancy Bruton,
4-12 packages Arbucklea Cogse,
bbl. IfInwat Pstwnt Flour.
6--Ysar subscript lilt to inil•pondeet
7-1 Whits Bowl and Pitcher.
6-1 bus 100 cakes Pretty ?loop.
5-1 Tin Water Set.
10-60 lb sack Family Flour.
11-1 box 60 Jocko Cigars.
12—Year subscription Kentuckian.
13-1 bbl Cuba Molasses.
14-2D lbs Granulated Sugar.
16-6 lb box Creameta Candy.
16—Elegant 12-piece Chamber Set.
17-24 lb sack Patent Flour.
18-10 lb Red Gravy Ham.
Ma, 
KENTUCKIANS ARE GOOD PEOPLE 'SUGGESTIONS MADE CAMPAIGN OPENED DOWN AT FAIRVIEW
BUT HAVE A MANIA No SHOOTING.
(Special to New Era) sounded like a Fontti of July eels•
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. le.— hration. The guimitio oonly lasted
"They are geted people with a mania few minutes, but it w 14 fast and fur-
for shooting.'' ious. I heard tie t. noise again• Indifference of CrowersThis is the language in which Staff near daylight. This oet an end to
Buyers Exactions andCaptain Scott. of the Salvation Ar- my steep for the time being, and I
Its Cost.my, sized up the people of Breathitt ventured out to learn f any one had
connty,..Ey., on returning from his been injured. •Only ete boys having•
ffrst visa to the feed district, a little fun with their revolvers' was
Captain Scott went to Jacksoe to all the information I qeceived.
see about prospects for his proposed ••I don't think the pt mple of Breath-
mountain brigade. Ho was there itt mean any harm Every one
only one day, but this was suMcient seems to carry a revelrer and shoot-
for him to form some idea of the pee- lug with them ht as meth a habit as
pie he hopes to reform. He failed to eating. On the whole the people re- ones the Courier-Journal. It is ex-
get the honsee he wanted, but he ceived me kindly. THey had heard peetuil, they will be on the breaks
heard the music of firearms. of our proposed visit aid were on Dom now on and the feeling is more
"Shooting was going on pretty the lookout for us. in feet. they
much all night at the outskirts of seemed disappointett wlitei they
the city.' • Said he. "About o'clock learned that we woidd not reach
was awalteue4 by a noise that Jackson before Sept. 6."
ABOUT THE CURING OF FOR THESTATE TICKET IN





Terrible Conditions Prevail in Macedonian
Isaterior.--150.000 People Are Hiding
in the Mountains.--War of
EXtermination
(Special to New Era.) timpossible to obtain pirecise figures.
SOFIA, Bulgaria, ept. 9.—The The revolutionary I headquarters
Macedonian interior organization estimated that 30.000 Itulgarian men,
estimates that 150,000 women, child- women and children have been
ran and old men are hiding in the killed, while at least the same nuin•
mountains and forests of Macedonia. ber of refugees are sloirly perishing
The Turks are burning the forests in of hunger. In official icireles theee
the districts of Loren. and Koottir figures are regarded asi an underesti-
and killing fugitives who attempt to mate, and officials incline to the be-
escape on the plains. bet that the number ref the muss-
All reports from the •illayet of cred exceeds 7me,000.
Monastir agree in describing the sit- The Turks are apparently deter-
nation as appalling. Between 30.00e mined to extermina+ the entire
and 50,000 Bulgarian inhabitants are Bulgarian population af the vilayet.
believed to have been massacred by
the Turks and every Bulgarian vil-
lage in the •illayet has been de-
stroyed. The refugees in the moan-
tains and forests are dying of starva-




Secretary Hay has instructed Minis-
ter Leiseinan to imprees upon Tur-




George W B.-aver.'. ex-chief of the r ACAINST PERSONS IN-Wanes and- allowances division of the
pest office department, who resigned VOLVED IN POSTOF-
hal positiou soon after the Investiga 
FICE SCANcIAL.nosy Into the alleged postal frauds be ,
min. probably distributed more money
daring eis many years of service than
any other man in the employ of Uncle
Sam. As chief of the bureau of sal-
aries and anowances It Is estimated




WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 9 —
Tbe grand jury returned seven in-
.dictments against six different 'per-
sons in connection with the postof-
nee departruedt scandals Until
bench warrants can be served the
names will not be officially announc-
ed. George W. Reaper.,, former
chief of the division of salaries and
allowances, indicted sotne time ago
on charges of conspiracy to defraud,
finally surrendered to the authorities
and was admitted to bail in the sum
of Wee.
It is reported today disk& man as
prominent as Pestmaitter General




Red Front, opposite Court Housei,
We will distribute among our customers on
Tuesday, December 29, 1903'.
THIRTY FIV
PRESENTS
Now on exhibition at our store as follinve :
11.—Year sub, Weekly New Era.ID-- Extralarge French Rat Trap
11 —100 his.
22-12 mieltaires Peafline
1I-1 Panay Cosi Vises, I
P4-01 Its box Ky. fillillialitirrObiteeri,
1$ ,i t (Imitate :
4— Year soli. Daily New Era
27-0 clans Feriebil Corn.
IN-6 lb box 1 owney'a Canily.
114-16 eau Chaste .it Sanbotirten SealBran! Mooch^ anti Jaye Coffee.so--r, lb Red D..ike Smoking Tobacco.
31-12 cakes Lana 011 Toilet Soap.
32—Year sub Hopkinevilleblesseniter54—One wooden top bougle Kneaderand Beaten Biscuit Machine.
84—Year sub. Ladies Home Journal.
1
86—One Elegant Parlor LaMp.
The Ones to Secure the Above Special Prem-
iums to Be Determined As Follows:







optilllistic, as stocks are bright and
the yield oof Burley will net be large.
The following suggestions are made
as to the methods of curing dark to-
bacco by Mr. E. A. Caney. and are
well worth heeding by growers who
expect. to get the best price:
know of no class of men more
oositively •'sot in their ways" that'
hi tobacco handlers. They have a
way of doing and are so wedded to it
that change of fashion, trade or de-
mand has no effect upon them.
Some years since there was an ex-
cellent, trade for natural Africans
and exporters of these pods asked
the shippers for careful packing,
and by all means to avoid putting
any short tobacco is a hogshead ex-
pected to be long. The shippers dis-
regarded the wishes of the trade,
and it was not long until thedeinand
was entirely lost.
The foreign buyers were forced to
take rehandled goods. and now it is
almost impossible to sell a natural
African, and instead of the farmer
getting export price for his tobacco
he is forced to sell to the rebandling
trade and accept &nominal price.
"Several years since the buyers of
the Delete government notified the
trade that they wanted very careful
packing; that each hogshead was to
represent a single claim of tobacco,
and must he of medium weight and
not be mixed. Instead of the far-
mer. packing and packers heeding
this demand and preparing their to-
bacco as the customer wanted it
they were so everlastingly 'sot
in their ways' that they rebelled
and openly proclaimed they would
prize their tobacco just as they
pleased, and not to please the Ital-
ians. After worrying with them for
several years without effect the buy-
ers for the government cut loose
front the markets, appointed their
own buyers and had the tobacco put
up as they wished it. This is an ex-
ceedingly expensive and laborious
way of handling tobacco. This trade
has completely passed out on the
markets and is lost, and the only
competition that this affords the far-
mer is against the country buyer who
ships to the market for resale.
"The trade is making another de-
mand upon the farmers with greater
force than ever. The increased de-
mand for unfired tobacco is attract-
ing attention from every section, and
It is altnost impossible to supply the
demand, and prices for unfired stock
ate 2e roan per cent. higher than the
fired stock. It is to be seen If farm-
ers will heed this demand or go on
firing their manufacturiug leaf and
throw away this opportunity. It. is
understood that raisers of tobacco
have enough judgment to know
what should be fired and what
should be air-cured.
The manufacturers are on the turn-
ing point of adopting air-cured to-
bacco as precipitately as they
changed from dark tobacco to Burley
tobacco thirty years ago, and those
farmers who prepare their tobacco
for the home manufacturers will find
a ready demand for it at much better
prices that those who are so 'sot in
their ways' that they will not heed
the change of fashion. The present
Is large, of good character and ex-
ceedingly useful, and if properly
handled in the harts will bring
abundant returns, and the extremely
large trade for manufacturing loaf
behooves the farmer to heed the de-
mand, or largely lose his product. If
the farmers coeld stand in the tnar-
keit and see how mauufacturers beg
for unfired leaf. and is front Ic to
41: more for it than exporters pay for
fired leaf, they would surely aban-
don their *old ways and answer the
demauds of the trade. I trust that
farmers who have nice tobacco suit-
able fur manufacturinit W.11 think
*hew this matter.
• .•••••111r • •••
The way tit a time it heart Is
through hie rtioniacti,- an old /toying
itisamilsig that tti DM Mall ) Most
(soil
If this Is not trite. it Is still true In
another 501150 that the way to a
tilan'e heart Is through his stomach,
Many persons imagine that they
have heart disease when it is only
I ndigestion.
This is how it conies about. The
stomach distended by gas. *rowels
the heart and gives the feeling that
tho.• trouble is in the heart
If you don't know that you have
heart trouble, try using Walther's
Peptonized Port and see if it does net
relieve you. For sale by Anerson &
Fowler aud J. O. Cook, druggists.
Small size, 60c: large size. al.
FARMERS IN DUEL
Julian Reynolds and Johe Burnett
fought near Caledoida Monday. Both
are farmers and the difficulty
grew out of Reynolds' mule break-
ing Into Burnett's crop. They had
some words over it and then began
shooting at each other with shot-
guns. Burnett was Shot the arm
and Reynolds in the body. Neither
was dangerously wounded. Both
are white.
Bethel College Recital.
The public is most eordially invit-
ed to attend a recital at Bethel Fe.
this eirening,1
The speech by Col. William P.
Thorne. Demoeratic nominee for the
.1fice of belitenant-governor, at the
opera hovse Monday afternoon, was
a lemming effete. It was heard by a
large audience'. every part 4of the
county being represented by enthu-
siaetic Democrats. He wits intro-
duced in a happy manner ity Judge
J. 'I'. Hanbery. •
Col. Thorne opened his Ppeels by
stating that the ticket which the
Democrats had nominated this year
was not a convention or a machine-
made ticket but one named by one-
hundred and twenty-four thousand
Democratic voters, the first time suet)
a thing had been kneel) in the his-
tory of the state. He thanked the
voters of Christian county for sup-
porting him in the primary.
He said that iiu all his travels over
the entire state he had heard no talk
of disaffection iu the party except
that there was a break in the party
in this judicial district over the cir-
cuit judge's race. When he arrived
here he at once personally interview-
ed several who. he had been told,
had bolted the party, and they all
stated that they intended to support
the ticket in November. He said
that he called on Judge Charles H.
Bush. the defeated candidate, and
that -judge Bush told him that he
was a Democrat and would support
the ticket. -I knew Charley Bush."
Said Col. 'Thorpe. "was a gentleman
and had beeu slandered."
He eulogized Uov. Beckham,
speaking of his personal acquaint-
ance and friendship with him. In
regard to the governor's pardon rec-
ord he stated that Beckham had par-
doned •Ztei convicts during • his term,
Bradley pardoned 4tes and drown
475. According to Col. Thorne, if
Beckham lives to finish out the four
years of his iiext term and keep up
his present rate of pardone he will
lack a few for the two terms he has
been in office of pardoning as many
as Bradley.
He took up time matter of the col-
lection of time old war claim agaiust
time government and the wiping out
of the public debt of the state as a
consequence. He stated that Brad-
ley:had left the state over a million
dollars in debt, which Beckham had
paid, and that under Bradley's ad-
ministration the prisons were a her-
den to the state whereas under Beck-
ham's they were paying a rev enue.
The records now show that there are
only three states in the union out of
debt, Kentucky being one of them,
which is the first time in a hundred
years that such has been the case
south of Mason amid Dixon's line.
Col. Thorne's references to what
he termed the business administrae
time' an proposed by the Republi-
cans were witheringly sarcastic, lie
said that the main piece of business
which the Republicans had in view
in case their ticket should elected be
sleeted was the release of Powers,
Youtaey and the other prisoners
charged with the murder of William
Cloche!. He compared the action of
Taylor in disguisiug Powers and Da-
vis as soldiers and sending them un-
der the escort of soldiers in an at-
tempt to escape, whilki was frustrat-
ed by Henry Boseworth, at that time
sheriff, but now the Democratic can-
didate for state treasurer, with that
of Beckloaru in the ease of Jett and
White the con;icted murderers of
James Marcum. Marcutn was a life
long Repuolican . while Jett alid
White were Democrats, but never-
theless when Beckham was asked too
offer a reward he went the .full
allowed by law. and had a special
term of court ordered NY soon as
possible and when the jury failed to
agree had a change of venue mil the
second trial which ended in is ver-
dict of life imprisoinneut. Beckham
had stated that he woiild not pardon
Jett and White, and had naked Bel-
knap if he would pardon Goebel's
hemming. Belknap tried to evade
the question in a published inter-
view in time Louisville Herald.
He was very iitrinig in his denim -
elation of what he termed the "rene-
gade luiinuersto" Humiliated on Iles
Republicaii ticket. At the vouvulo
Don HUH /wen' was made intritia•
HOWmhualruuuaii,Bill Sweeney an.
epokesinati lieektier who hail blew
his voilogioese foom the tenth disiriet
as a ihtinoerat, Speight. it elsyfield, The Het . B. M. Sit iv.,, ut Camp-
who went to the leglalature as us bellsville, Ky.. has accepted the call
Democrat, and Prof. McCartney who to the mistoretteof the Ninth Street
was in honor home' to vote the Dem- Presbyterian church.
ecratic ticket as lie had voted in the The call was first extended by the
congregatiou about two months ago.
After considering time matter, Mr.
Steve wrote that lie would not be
able to come. lie was urged to re-
consider hie decision, and tolay a
letter was received from hint stating
et. that he would accept the call. His
He showed that the various ass'- acceptance is subject to the action of
the presbytery to which he belongs,
but no difficulty in eecuring their
consent to his removal here is an-
tivipated. Mr. Shive and his family
will likely not come to Hopkinsville
befere November I.
plenary in May. He said the Re-
publicans had roasted him when leo
welcomed Breckinridge back 'Mottle
party, and teen they turned right
around and nominated a lot of rene-
gade Derneerat u on their own tick-
'um troubles had been connected by
the Republicans for political rea-
sons. and stated that time man who
preferred the charges in the Lake-
land asylum mm14110'1)&4 been par-
doned from the penitentiary by
Bradley and was now in jail in
Louisville.
In closing he paid a tribute tootle!'
candidate on the Democratic ticket,
stud prophesied the election of the
entire ticket by all (overwhelming
ntajority. lie atom stated that if at
any time he should he acting lover-
-44.1.- '-- —
BIG CHOIND
Heard the Speaking at Ca-
diz Monday.
CADIZ, Ky., Sept. re—Judge 'I'. P.
nor polities would never Inflinince (emok and Judge .latnes Breathitt
his aetiOlIN ill OW matter (of tomtit's/Veiled their eanepalgn forhe  t cir-
pardons. cu it judeeotliip with speaking this
afternoon, this being the first day of
the September term of the circuit
- —•••••••••••—
Uoes to Earlington.




have been very much afraid that the
tobacco trust would buy up all the
leaf, and all become very active
et Mei tile big buyers left the market,
Confederates to Meet. Edi-




back of your eyes? It's your
liver! Use Ayer's Pills
Gently laxative; all vegetable.
Sold for 60 years. LUT.sg::
Want your moustache or beard'
a beautiful brown or rich black? Use
'The members of Bethel Baptist
church held an official meetieg on the
22,id ult., allot by an unanimous vote
invited the Jett Davis Confederate
Veteran chump to hold a reunion on
the church grounds. The camp will
ineet, in Elktoon on the 14th Met. mid
will then take action. The writer is
a member of the Cherokee Artillery
Association of Rome, Ga., and will
cheerfully du all he can to make the
proposed reunion here a success—it
the veterans decide to hold one.
Trout's saw mill, now Iterated in
the Tandy grove, will shortly be
moved to Armegeddoti, on the Tren-
ton and Elkton road.
Leslie Sergeant, a nephew of J. W.
Yancey. has a pair of Guinea pigs
and a pair of albino rabbits. They
are beauties.
J. M. Burgess' saw twit on Dowd-
eN,re'sekt.artii coinumeileed businees last
One of Fairy iew's prominent young
business men to Arthur Mobley. He
is self-made man and deserves suc-
cess.
Thos. H. Harnett and son have a
saw mill on John Latham's place,
and will begin work next week.
The merchants report a fair trade
for last Saturday. Saturday is usu-
ally a busy day with them.
Drs. Petree and Owsley report the
health of the coinnitinity to be gener-
ally good.
If the Jeff Davis Confederate Camp
decide to hold their reunion here the
people throughout this oection eel
do their utmost to make it a great
success.
The following are the naines of the
Confederate veterans residing in this
immediate neighborhood: J sines  
Wiles, Marion Layne, Polk Rose,
Reese Muss, George S. Morris. Ben
Lackey and E. D. Coburn.
Logan Boyd's newdwelling will be
completed next week. It's a neat
structure.
Regular services are held here at
the Methodist church on the first
and at the Cumberland Presbyterian
and Baptist churches on the second
Sundays in each month.
Three sections of pike nave been
built between John Wm. Keeling's
mid Major Jack Petrie's.
Miss Bettie Mobley, who has had
quite a protracted spell of Illness, is
no better.
B. W. and H. T. Humphrey have
leased the Fairview roller mill. They
have an exchange wagon to Elkton.
Editor Brewer has decided to die
pose of his mercantile business amid
in future devote his entire time to
newspaper work. He has not yet de-
termined where he will locate. Suc-
cess to him wherever he may go!
The 'city dads" passed an ordi-
nance to have the grass and weeds
cut in front of all houses on Main
street.
A slight rain fall here Saturday
afternoon last.
Fairview has a base ball nine that
Is hard to duplicate.
Arthur Mobley and Dr. Petrie are
engaged in the ice business.
John W. Yancey lets charge of the
telephone exchange.
The negro "Camp in the Wilder-
ness" is still in full blast, and Preps
Yancey says it will continue until
Christmas. SQUEDUNC.
-
'There is nothing so important in
facing severe hot weather as a well
organized digestive force. When the
etomach properly digests nutritious
food it creates new, Heil blood. and
tei:rntirilem the system against exhaiiii-
Walther's Peptonized Port, to he
found at all drug stores, is an Ideal
combination of pure, rich port and
the best quslity of pepsin. It etretig-
thane the weak digestive organs, re-
stores the appetite, builds and tones
up the entire system.
For invalide, convaleseents sue Iteckhatnei opeech appetite InI
worn out pimple, there is mottling al, full as a eupplement In this iinpres-
benefielal as Willtlivr's Peptimiled sloe of the Keetticky New Era. It
Peri. Four sale by Anittortion & Fow-
ler end .1, O. Cook, druggist.
Small sues 60e, large pose I.
BUCPNGNIquiyil, 
THE BIG STATE FAIR
WILL DRAW THOUSANDS
TO OWENSBORO.
September 21 to 27. 520,-
000 Cash Premiums. -
Low Railroad Rates.
The biggest state fair ever held
south of tee Ohio river will be open-
ed at Owensboro, thti tweeting little
Western Kentucky city, on Monday
September 21, lasting throughout the
week. Cash premiums amounting
to over 820,000 will be distributed for
the best exhibits agricultural pro-
ducts, mining proeucts. and live
stock, fowls, pigeons, hares sett the
handiwork of the wetnen of Ken-
tucky or of other states. There will
be the finest free amusement showe
that the country afferds for fair pur-
poses, including many feats of daring
never before seen in this state.
In feet, the state fair will be al-
most on the proportions of a great
exposition aud those who win prem-
iums may well feel proud of the hon-
or, besides the financial benefits de-
rived.
SOME OF THE PRENtit`MS.
$5,40o for beef cattle.-
e1,600 for dairy cattle.
$4,tee.) for Ii4irses.
$500 for mules and poet etoock.
$1.300 fir[Swine.
$1,300 for sheep.
UMW/or ',metre., pigeons anti Bel-
gian Hares.
$730 for women's departineet.
eee100 for other exhibits.
SOME OF THE FREE erreeierioxs.
The Famous Dr. Carver.
Broncho John's Wild West Show.
High diving bicycle rider.
Harnessed Ostrich races.
Horse racing (no betting.)
Foot ball for state championship.
Exhibition of educated horses,
champion cake walker of the world.
Kurkainiee fine military band con-
certs.
Dare Devil Schryer, the werld re-
nowned high diver, will appear ev-
ery afternoon in his wonderful high
dive bioycle act, the first time ever
presented in the state. He rides
down steep incline sixty feet above
ground at the lower end, jumps from
his wheel, and dives into a shallow
tank 103 feet from the base of the
chute. This is one of the tnost thrill
ing and dangerous feats ever enacted
by any person. This attraction alone
is worth twice the price of admission
to the fair.
-All railroads mitering owensbere
have granted a rate of one fare and
25 cents extra for the round trip.
Time L. H. & St. I. • will run excur-
sions from Louisville to Owensboro
and return on Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday, leaving Louisville at 7
a. rre, and arriving at Owensboro at
It) a. tn. Returning, the train leaves
Owensboro at 6 p. in.. and reaehes
Louisville at p. m.
Klndegarten Opens.
Miss Maslie's kindergartee (open-
ed this morning with a large att ell d
ance.
Off to College.
Messrs. Carl Dietrich and Charles
McPherson left this morning for
Lexington te attend State College.
'They will be followed by James
Forbes and Leonetti Carney tonight.
John Trice and Gus Moore on Wed-
woodsy and Hugh Wood and Jim
NViefree the latter part of the week.
Senator Melo, leergusete of Padu-
cah, candidate for railroad commis-
sioner In this district, was in the city
Saturday, looking after his forcee
Mr. Ferguson is entlimensile over
the Democratic out leek .
•.••••• ••••••
MR. HIVE ACCEPTS
Is a soploinillol address mid et tory row
tante, of it tinge trite, Doiti't is
read It.
A district einivelition will meet at
Mi. SterlInir s pte 1,1.1
calo101itto tot it,6111olt.1
ononlisioner in the distriet.
DISTRICT MEETING
There will be held at Dawson
Sprengs, Monday Might, September
14, a Woodmen of the World district
meeting bringing together the Tiletti-
bsrstilp thirty-five Woodmen
campe in Western Kentucky. Pearl
City Camp of Hiopkinsville will be
represented. This meetiug will be
held in the elegent new forest of
Magnolia Cantle No. 73, which will
be dedicated to the order at 7 o'clock
by an imposing ceremon3, after
which the meeting will be open and
the amplified protectlim degree team
if Magnolia camp will confer the de:
grunt upon a chime of thirty, followed
by exalting all olualilled membere
present too the eublime degree of
in
Tills will his the first "grand dim-
trio' degree ite,eting held in West-
ern Kentucky aml will be 'mended
over by Mr. J. IL Brewer, of Louis-
ville, state manager for the Wood-
men, and major of the Twelfth regi-
ment of Kentucky W. O. W., uni-
i formed rank.
court. A large crowd heard the dig-male College on 
cussion. There was much 'Merest! Mr Hunter Wood Is in Madison-• Sept. I I, at H o'clock. 1 Mr. Leslie Baynham, a popular'
I
Misses Jones and Mooney, the new ' young man who has been holding a 
,
teachers who trays been lately added responsible position with the J. H.
to the faculty, have a carefully pre- Dennis general teerchandise store at
pared program, to which they invite Bell, has resigned to accept a lucre-!, your attention. tive situation with J. M. Victory at
Miss Lucy Starling will assist them. Earlington
ville oil a business trip.manifested, several politicians from ,
I Miss Irene Coyle has returned toHopkinsville and Murray:  being lier home In Earlington, after a visitpresent. to her Autit Mrs. Chas, S. Jackson.
Mr. Henry Meyers and family
spent Sunday in Clarksville, Tenn.Zee AI. no Ft X AS..
Bears Liu kin4 VIM lia" Ahn h.' Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Gentry Hill-eleeete's man, of Birtningham, are visitingri the Mtwara. Wooldritiva.
YOUNG WIFE DEAD
(From Tuesda3 's
A despatch wad received tills
mornieg by Dr. James A. Young
from Dr.Williarn V.Neal announcing
the death of Mrs. Neal in Hendet.-
son. The news will cense great
sorrow among the many firiends 4,t
the young couple in Hopkinsville.
During her; residence in this city
Mrs. Neal by her lovable character
and attractive personality had won a
large circle of admirers, and her un-
timely death is deeply deplored. She
was only about twenty years of age.
Her health had been failing and
about one month ago she went to
Henderson to visit her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. R. Scroggiti Hasten, in the
hope that the change would benefit
her. As she grew worse, Dr. Neal
joined her about two weeks ago and
was at her bedside when the end
Caine. The funeral will take place
in Henderson. Dr. Neal will return
to Hopkiesville in a few days.
UNIQUE WAGER
A unique wager has been Made be-
tween certain parties over the prop-
ositions of one of them to walk to
Hopkinsville amid return within
twenty hours. The wager was made
several days ago, and the party in-
tended to start for Hopkinsville yes-
terday. It is 2'7 miles over the road
to the latter place place, and he will
have to walk that distance and re-
turn, 51 miles in all, in twenty hours.




The September term n of Trigg Cir-
cuit court convened in Cad Motu -
day and will he in session three
weeks. There are Zi3 cases on the
docket. nine of which are felony
cases. Among time important crimi-
nal trials are the ewes against Ber-
ry lierndom and Otho Cummins.
These cases are set for Thursday of
this week. The Ezell will case is set
I















Is Noiseless!Noti •Will Never Sag
Strictly an Oil Re-tempered Spring.
Taw brat Npritic bed ever manufactured
We have them too fit any teed.
Guaranteed!
• fr ire!, beds solves that problem.
ALL IRON! NO WOOD!
Sold on 30 nights trial. Money hack if not satisfactory.•We are sole agents for this vicinity.



















and all Kinds of Bodily
Pains.
....Prices for Treatment Moderate....
EPILEPTIC FITS I TAKE BY THE CASE—NO CURE NO PAY.
Ninth Street.
Has been in 'Naeliville for 12 years, is now taking a little vacation andis now located here for a month or two Call and see hmin and be convine;ed that you will be relieved. Will guarantee you get your moisey's worth.CONSULTATION FREE. If you are not able to call on him he will call
BUTTERICK
PATTERNS!
We are sole distributors of BUTTER-
RICK PATTERNS for this section. A full
line of latest styles always on hand.
The latest number of THE DELIEA-
TOR at 15c a copy and yearly sulrcrip-
tions at one dollar.
JH Anderson& Co
11••••••••••••••••••••••
To Cure a Cold in One Day ms.cr,
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tabide. oea every




gl Two Good Tobacco it
Knives at • •
a,„349,0 a a :430 4334 go )44
The Racket!
(6 103S. Main. Joe P. P'Pooli Mgr.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ........ .
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